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VOLUME 73, NUMBER 2 LONGWOOD COLLEGE • FARMVILLE, VA SEPTEMBERS, 1993 
T 
H 
E ROTUNDA 
Vandalism On The Rise 
Demolition of the old Farmville High School was completed (his summer. Removal of the building increased (he size 
of the First Avenue Field by approximately a third of its original length. The field is now more useful, because it is 
a regulation oversize soccer field. 
Report Says Freshmen Lack Basics 
By Ellen Kaye Cook 
Rotunda SlalI 
In 1992, abou( 25% of Virginia's 
en(cring college s(uden(s needed some 
type of remedial instruction, compared 
with 25% of four-year colleges and 
universities. 
Approximately 1,600 of 6.403 stale 
residents who entered a Virginia Col- 
lege needed remedial classes in either 
reading, math, or English. The South- 
cm Regional Education Board (which 
accredits colleges in the South) says 
Virginia's students are classifyablc 
compared to oilier stales in (he region. 
There are several major reasons 
students cite for taking remedial 
classes: they have not passed high 
school classes required for their ma- 
jors, they fail proficiency exams be- 
fore entering college, or English may 
not be their native language. 
In Virginia, some of the more se- 
lective schools repdrt that they do not 
offer remedial classes. They are The 
College of William and Mary, George 
Mason University, James Madison 
University, Mary Baldwin College, 
Radford University, the University of 
Virginia, Virginia Tech, and Virginia 
Military Institute. Even though 
schools say they do not offer remedial 
classes, they do offer developmental 
programs. The difference is these are 
not credited towards graduation. 
The State Council of Higher Edu- 
cation wants universities and colleges 
to concentrate on higher educaation 
and to give up the remedial classes. 
The council argues (hat remedial 
classes should be kept in community 
colleges where i( is more inexpensive 
(o s(udcnts and would not count for 
graduation requirements. 
Among Virginia schools, I.wig- 
wood reported some of (he lowest 
percentages of students needing re- 
medial classes at 8%. 
Scott I issue i. Long wood's Coor- 
dinator of Academic Support Services 
and Disability Services, said, "the S. 
A. T. s were not a good prediction of 
who needs developmental skills, be- 
cause they do not specify (he skills (he 
students are weak in" AtLongwood, 
"every freshman was tes(ed to aid in 
the placing of classes suitable for 
them." said I.issner. 
Longwood offers three remedial 
math classes this year, including math 
at levels 051.052. and 171. Develop* 
mental English is offered as FLnglish 
051. Longwood used to offer a reme- 
dial reading class, but it is not in use 
now. due to the lack of need. 
"My impression of this year's 
freshan class is they are stronger than 
in previous years," said I.issner. In 
1992, the report showed 28% of 
Longwood's freshmen needed help in 
these areas. 
By Kendall Lee Driscoll 
Rotunda Staff 
Upon entering college for the first 
time or rc(uming to college for an- 
other year, a student may wonder how 
safe (he campus is. 
How safe are (heir belongings or 
(hemselves? 
To help answer some of (he ques- 
tions, a prospective student or return- 
ing student might have on crime and 
safety on the campus, the Longwood 
police offer a brochure that includes 
crime statistics from the previous year, 
as well as tips, rules, information about 
programs, and a basic overview of the 
role of the campus police in safety and 
security. 
The statistics in the brochure were 
compiled from reported offenses that 
occur on all college-owned or leased 
property. They are included on the 
FBI's Uniform Crime Report. 
According to the UCR, our most 
reported crime was theft including 
sixty reported offenses. There were 
ten assaults and two rapes. These 
statistics probably do not reflect all 
actual offenses, as the crime report 
G.I.V.E. Provides Opportunities 
By Betsy Thorpe 
Rotunda Staff 
One of the major organizations on 
campus that promotes involvement in 
the community is G.I.V.E. (Groups 
and Individuals Volunteering Efforts). 
G.I.V.E. provides Longwood students 
with service-learning opportunities. 
According to Robin Burroughs, 
G.I.V.E. allows students to "gain ex- 
perience in their fields of study while 
reaching out to the disadvantaged, the 
elderly, the poor, and the young in our 
community and surrounding areas." 
Freshmen are required to partici- 
pate in three hours of community ser- 
vice as a part of their seminar classes. 
These students may volunteer with 
their classes or as individuals. Faculty 
and staff are encouraged to participate 
in (he volunteer work with the stu- 
dents.   "This gives the freshmen a 
chance to develop relationships out 
side of (he classroom,"    stared 
Burroughs. 
Upperclassmen are encouraged to 
participate as well. To date, several 
upperclassmen have been placed in 
agencies with which (hey will volun- 
teer on a continuing basis. 
Projects sponsored by (he G.I.V.E. 
organization include 
-distributing food at the food bank 
-helping (he rescue squad with it's 
fund raiser 
-working wi(h the Darlington 
Heights Fire Department Festival 
-walking the CROP walk 
-building a habitat for Humanity 
House 
-recording literature for the visu- 
ally impaired 
-visiting (he elderly 
-walking (he animals ai (he SPCA 
-cleaning up local parks 
-helping with (he POWWOW 
•cleaning (he Pocahontas Island/ 
Old Towne Petersburg 
-helping with (he Uniied Way Kick 
Off Day 
The G.I.V.E. office is also work- 
ing (o develop a Big Siblings program 
and (u(oring program (o benefit local 
schools. 
G.I.V.E. is located in Lankford 205. 
and may be reached al 395-2397. 
Student groups such as Alpha Phi 
Omega Peer Helpers, (he Iiarth Club 
and others also contribute 10 the im- 
provemenl of our community. From 
the clean-up of Twin Lakes to the 
assistance for disaster victims, these 
groups work towards helping others 
Deluca Hypnotizes Audience, Again 
On August 26, Longwood was 
visited by one of i(s most popular 
performers—Tom Deluca. His an- 
nual performance constantly atuacts 
many viewer*—so many dial last year, 
the school had to move his show from 
Wygal Auditorium to Jarman Audito- 
rium. This year, his mind-boggling 
mind reading/hypnosis show attracted 
so many people to Jarman that, ac- 
cording to Officer Kenny Moore, "a 
lot had to be turned away. I've never 
known Jarman to be that full before " 
When asked what he thought of the 
performance. Officer Moore went on 
to say thai it was sensational Like 
some others who had never seen (he 
show before, he wenl into it thinking 
it was all an act. but left feeling quite 
(he opposite Senior Patrick Kenny 
also went into it with certain hesita- 
tions, but left both impressed and en- 
tertained. 
Also questioned about (he show 
was sophomore Jeff Smith, one of 
Deluca's "victims." Smith had been 
hypnoli/.cd before, although not by 
Deluca. 1 le was intended to be one of 
the helpers on stage, but was easily 
persuaded by a co-worker to volun- 
teer. 
Smith (old (he Rotunda iliat "al- 
though I've been hypnotized before, 
I've never been persuaded to do 
'things.'" It'shard to imagine anyone 
other than Tom Deluca suggesting to 
someone that he sure at people in the 
audience and imagine them completely 
naked. 
When asked if he remembered any- 
thing, he recalled both seeing the au- 
dience nude and the standing ovation 
he was given for his "award winning" 
rendition of Dance Fever.   His only 
only reflects reported offenses. 
Towards (he end of the year, there 
were problems with automobile van- 
dalism, with two auto thefts. 
As all schools, Longwood had its 
share of liquor and drug violations 
There were seventeen and nine arrests 
for these offenses, respectively. 
These statistics do not reflect prop- 
erty damage and vandalism. These 
offenses are reported direcdy to the 
Housing office, or to the REC of the 
building in which the offenses occur. 
The campus police sometimes do not 
even hear of these problems. 
In the third week of this semester, 
incidents of vandalism have already 
occurred in Frazer Hall. 
On September third, some time 
after two AM, vandals left something 
for (he housekeeping staff to clean up 
in the morning. 
When housekeeping came in, they 
found the phrase "Ghetto Boys" spray 
painted in the lobby elevator. On the 
fourth floor, which is now occupied 
by Phi Kappa Tau fraternity, the same 
phrase was written in shaving cremc. 
The vandalism was not contained 
(o Frazer, however. It spilled over 
into (he commons room between 
Frazer and Curry, as well as inloCurry 
Hall itself. 
A can of red paim was spilled in (he 
commons room and (wo floors in Curry 
had (he words "gheuo boys" spelled 
out in shaving creme. 
There is an investigation currently 
ongoing, but (hose involved in the 
investigation feel that there is little 
chance of apprehending the vandals 
unless someone with information 
about the incident comes forward. 
Michael Hcrndon, Residence Edu- 
cation Coordinator (REC) of Frazer, 
explained "reporting vandalism is 
everyone'sresponsibiliiy." The dam- 
age deposits of everyone living in 
Frazer are affected by costs incurred 
as a result of vandalism. Frazer has 
(he highest damage costs of any resi- 
dence hall on campus. 
Hemdon went on to say "if some- 
one did want to come forward, their 
anonymity could be protected if (hey 
would just slide a note under [my) 
office door." 
Interim Greek Affairs Coordinator Sought 
By Amy Hanser 
Rotunda Slaff 
The Longwood Greek Community 
will soon have a new Greek Affairs 
Coordinator. A selection committee 
made up of five persons, including 
administration and students, is cur- 
rently interviewing three candidates 
selected trom a pool of thirteen. 
The position available is that of 
Interim Greek AffairsCoordinatorand 
lasts for a duration of ten months. 
"I am excited that we (the students) 
have a say in the selection process," 
says Stacy Custer, Panhcllenic Presi- 
dent. 
Each candidate meets with the se- 
lection committee and the Presidents 
of each Fraternity and Sorority. Ihree 
candidates have been interviewed. 
The two candidates who have been 
interviewed have also attended III"' 
Pan Hel lenic meetings and have toured 
(he campus, meeting with various ad- 
ministrators and students. 
I lie current opening is an end > 
level position for someone with a 
Master's Degree. The selection com- 
iiuiiee is looking for someone with 
experience in the Greek System in- 
cluding Rush, Advising, Residence 
Life, Programming, and Administra- 
tion. 
They are hoping the find someone 
with experience in a system similar to 
(hat of Longwood. 
A decision was made by Dean of 
Students Tim Pearson and Vice Presi- 
dent for Student Affairs Phyllis Mablc 
to fill the position temporarily. A 
local search of Charlottesvillc. Rich- 
mond, and Farmville brought in the 
current applicants. 
A nationwide search for a perma- 
nent replacement will take place in 
February. 
The previous Greek Affairs Coor- 
dinator, Steve Dealph, left at the end 
of August to accept a position as As- 
sistant Director of Residential Life/ 
Fraternity Advisor al Northwestern 
University. 
Dealph had been a part of the I .ong- 
wood Community for three years. He 
was only the second Greek Affairs 
Coordinator in Longwood's his(ory, 
(aking over from Charlie Warner. 
"Steve had a lot of good qualities 
and talent in this position. He was 
very much a s(udcn( advocate and had 
a foot in administration as well," says 
Joan Mason, Student Union Director. 
"He helped the students to step back 
and critique (he outcome He chal- 
lenged lie and Pan Hellenic to set a 
goal, and when achieved, raise it!" 
"Steve was such a good leader (hat 
he taught us to lead ourselves," com- 
mented Jen B laden, a Pan Hellenic 
Delegate. 
Dealph's job description included: 
Advising IFC and Pan Hellenic as 
well as Order of Omega, GAMMA, 
and Gamma Sigma Alpha. He imple- 
mented many programs including 
GAMMA and Challenges and 
Choices. 
In addition to working on (he day 
(o day activities, a member of the 
professional staff will be in attendance 
at all functions of Rush for fraternities 
and sororities to assist them. 
The Greek Community should have 
a new interim coordinator in me near 
future. 
Living Single- the life and tv show 
evidence of having actually danced 
were his sore legs the following day— 
resulting from an attempt at the splits. 
Another question on many people's 
minds was "do you really feel like 
you' ve slept for seven or eight hours?" 
According to Smith, the answer is yes. 
"I was wired," he said. "All of a 
sudden, it was as if I had all (his 
nervous energy." 
Deluca's work stems from earning 
a masters degree in psychology al 
Nan,'.mi,HI Slate University. When a 
prominent businessman persuaded 
him to use his abilities to entertain, he 
left his job as a therapist and began 
working in nightclubs in (he midwest 
Soon after, he joined the college cir- 
cuit and has now been voted (wice as 
the College Entertainer of the Year by 
the National Association for Campus 
Activities. 
By Jessica Ledbelter 
Rotunda Staff 
Ihe label of this case of Living 
Single says, "Surgeon General's Warn- 
ing: Men are bad for your health." 
Living Single, (he new Fox series 
(airing at 8:30 on Sunday nights— 
right after Martin) could not have come 
at a better time. As one single female 
student pointed out (his is a show 
"which all intelligent females should 
have seen." 
This show had an all attitude cast 
and was full of most of the existing 
stereotypes of both sexes 
The two men were the suave, over- 
confident neighbor and his friend the 
cute, innocent handyman next door. 
Rachel Seers loved Overton, the 
handyman, the best "Because he said, 
'Naw, I'm just lying—trying (o gel 
attention again.'" He said this (o win 
(he affection of Sinclair—a naive char- 
acter. 
What about living single in life? 
Ihe show's goddess of quick retort. 
Queen latifah, answered the ques- 
tion—"What would the world be like 
without men?" —"A bunch of fat 
happy women with no crime " Could 
this be true' Could life's wretched- 
ness for the female half be attributed 
to men? 
"Shanana" Roberts answered, "We 
shouldn't have to live up to men's 
prcpubescent wet-dream fantasy ma- 
terial found everywhere tan MTV to 
Cindy Crawford's exercise video " 
Could this attitude be reserved to 
those without life mates? Jennifer 
Fisher, a student with a steady male 
companion, said, "Even though I sec 
men as moldy bread—1 still think the 
world wouldn't be happy without one 
at least." Of course she has already 
found irue love. As an afterthought, 
she added that we should "go for the 
older ones!" She (eels maturity is a 
major aspect thai lessens tlie moldi- 
ness of men. 
The single life outside of the Fox 
set includes the same cast—for art 
iruly mutates life. 
Overton is everyone's dream 
handyman—who can fix not only 
hearts but also household appliances. 
His love—Sinclair is (he one who 
normally keeps the audience rolling 
with her silly comments on life. She 
would be lite one in life who says, 
"Oh, was that out loud?" 
Regine is the female searching for 
Mr. Perfectly Superficial). She 
juggles two dates in one night and still 
has time (o meddle in others' affairs 
Max is one of (he females who goes 
off on a tangent whenever (he word 
"man" is mentioned. She coined the 
speech, "Guys are like a fine wine— 
they all start out as grapes—we have 
to stomp on 'em and keep them in the 
dark 'til they're mature enough to have 
dinner with!" Her tangents occur each 
show. 
Finally there is Khadijah, the Queen 
herself, who keeps the whole cast in 
line She is not always serious, though 
usually cynically humorous. 
Oh. forget all this—let's all just go 
and buy a box of double-stuff oreos. 
sit around and talk about how much 
we hate men, buy a pair of daisy dukes 
two sizes too small to wear to Tony's 
this weekend, and search for the illus- 
trious Mr. Right who turns out to he 
penicillin. 
Evidence shows Virginia colleges 
have done little to cut costs. 
Page 6 
Be sure to keep your TV Listings 
all week! 
Page 4 & 5 
Player Shortage Clouds Outlook 
For Lady Golfers. 
Page 8 
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PERSPE CTIVES 
What's More Important? 
We see it and hear it all around us,as yet another school term has begun. 
Convenient to the line at the campus bookstore is a rack of every lazy student's favorite 
companion, the omnipresent Cliff's Notes. 
Loitering in the registrar's office as students frantically revise their schedules, one can 
here things like "Oh my god, you are taking Millar? Killer Millar? Jesus, he actually makes 
you memorize dates on his history tests! Don't take him, he's too hard!" 
"That class is too hard." 
"God, we have TWO papers due for this class." 
"I hate lit classes. They make us read too much." 
"That professor is such a jerk, I hate it when she gives pop quizzes. I haven't even bought 
the stupid book yet." 
"Dr. Smith, I didn't have time to finish my assignment; I had an organization meeting 
last night." 
And so on and so on. 
Well, we have an announcement for all of you looking for the easiest way through college 
and the fastest C (or B if you are feeling lucky and manage to snag a gut-course schedule) 
possible. College is no easy ride. And if it is, Longwood is doing something wrong. 
We often wonder what exactly the problem is with some of the people who (supposedly) 
are attending Longwood College to earn a degree. The main topics of student conversation 
are not usually scholastic. Instead they revolve more around the latest parties and how to 
pass their classes with the minimum amount of effort. 
In an ideal college environment, the paramount goal of a student is to get good grades, 
hold intellectual conversations with other students and professors, and learn for the sheer 
joy of learning. 
Unfortunately, we don't see that happening any time in the near future. 
But this can't be blamed totally on students.  Not only are they pre-conditioned for 
mediocrity by the public school system, the environment of Longwood is not one which is 
conducive to striving for scholastic excellence. There needs to be a major shift in the focus 
of college students and college administration. 
Longwood prides itself on the opportunities for involvement, and offers a massive 
amount of support to student organizations. The college administration makes taking an 
active role in campus activities almost more important than achieving a barely acceptable 
grade point average. 
One segment of student extracurricular life, Greek Affairs, has its own position 
supervising their activities. There is another Student Development Educator who deals 
mainly with leadership on campus. And there is always the omnipresent avid interest shown 
by Vice President for Student Affairs Phyllis Mable in every aspect of leadership on campus. 
It is not only administrators who find their attention concentrated on these non- 
scholastic pursuits. Time is taken from already over-burdened faculty and staff members 
who must advise campus organizations (a requirement for every official Longwood 
organization). Many professors (forced to teach over-loaded classes) seem barely able to 
keep up with the massive demands of their course loads as it is. 
But the biggest problem is the tremendous amount of recognition given extra-curricular 
achievement in comparison to the almost neglect of those who excel in the academic arena. 
Yes, both have honors ceremonies, but frankly, which one gets more attention? And yes, 
there are plaques lauding both types of achievements located on campus, but it is sad to note 
that the ones praising activities outside of the classroom are located in a prime traffic are 
(the Lankford Student Union), while those for academics are tucked away in the departmen- 
tal halls, unseen by any but students who happen to be taking a class in that major. 
Longwood makes it too easy for those students who are barely making it academically 
by making it just as important, if not more so, for them to be "involved" on campus, and thus 
overshadowing their failures in the classroom. The blanket excuse seems to be, "Sure, little 
Jane only has a C average, but look at all of the leadership positions she holds!" 
The typical Longwood student is handicapped by an inadequate education before 
college, but Longwood doesn't help matters much by focusing so much attention on non- 
scholastic matters. Yes, it is important to be a "well-rounded" individual, but we feel that 
the main goal of any academic environment should be one thing: to teach the student. The 
college administration must stop spending so much time on developing the interaction skills 
of the students (they seem to have that under control on their own), and instead concentrate 
on teaching them the things they need to know to be well-educated. 
All opinions expressed in unsigned editorial* represents Ihe majority opinion of the editorial board. 
The Rotunda welcomes letters and opinion pieces from all members of 
the Longwood College community on issues of public interest. Submis- 
sions must be typewritten, printed, or on a Macintosh compatible disk 
composed of 600 words or less, and must include the writers name, 
address, and telephone number. This information is for verification 
purposes only. The writer's name will be printed with his or her submis- 
sion unless the Rotunda is requested and given a valid reason to withhold 
that information. We reserve the right to edit the length and content of 
submissions  Mail to: Editor in Chief 
The Rotunda 
Longwood College Box 2901 
Farmville, VA 23909 
Letters to the Editor and Opinion pieces do not necessarily 
reflect the opinions of the Rotunda. The purpose of this page 
is to provide a forum for public discussion of issues, events, 
organizations, or persons. 
Reader Surprised By Unsigned Sheet 
Editor, Rotunda: 
When I opened my August 31 Ro- 
tunda, I was surprised to find an un- 
signed sheet inside containing two 
scurrilous charges against Editor Erin 
McCay and a call to "ban the Rotunda 
until Erin is off the paper." I was 
interested in the logical paradox of 
using the very paper the author wants 
to suppress to promote the call for a 
ban. 
I also wondered about the wisdom 
of paying any attention to someone 
whodoesn' t provide any facts, docsn' t 
proofread his or her English, and 
doesn't have the courage to sign the 
document. 
I think Erin McCay is the best 
thing to happen to the Rotunda in 
years. Under her editorship the paper 
has exhibited vitality and energy wor- 
thy of a college newspaper. I often 
disagree with what she writes, but for 
the first time in my twenty-one years 
teaching at Longwood, I find myself 
actually looking forward to reading 
the Rotunda. 
Sincerely yours, 
Dr. Robert P. Webber 
Professor of Math and 
Computer Science 
Party Should Remain Next Door 
Editor, Rotunda: 
Once again school has started. All 
over campus conversations can be 
heard about the amount of work, the 
evil professors, and, of course, last 
weekend's oarties. 
It is unarguable that parties are fun, 
and I am certainly not one to complain 
about them, since I made it a point to 
party for four years of college. Yet 
now I am in my second year of gradu- 
ate school and living next to a house 
which is predominanUy inhabited by 
fraternity brothers. Life is suddenly 
different. 
Every weekend, starting on Friday 
night, we hear them. Sometimes my 
roommate and I catch a glimpse of a 
group of twenty freshmen walking up 
the street. Then around 11:00 PM the 
cars pack the street, sometimes even 
parking in front of our driveway, mak- 
ing it impossible to move (God forbid 
we have an emergency or should want 
to go somewhere). The noise level 
often reaches riot level, screaming, 
cheering, loud music, and once even 
gunshots! And, of course the next 
morning there's always the empty beer 
cups and other various items scat- 
tered around the street. These are 
definitely not environmentally sound 
parties.   Saturday night it starts all 
over again. 
Despite all these obvious annoy- 
ances, I have yet to complain. Some 
could even say I knew what I was 
doing when I moved in a year ago, 
which I did. 1 also do not feel the need 
to complain as long as the party re- 
mains next door and docs not interfere 
with my property. Then I have good 
reason to complain. 
On two occasions there have been 
items taken from my porch. This past 
weekend a fairly large, $20.00 cooler 
was stolen. I am sure (here are many 
thinking if I knew there was going to 
be a party I should have put it inside. 
That is beside the point. If something 
is on my porch, it should slay there. 
The main purpose in my writing 
this letter is to appeal to all those who 
attend off campus parties. Go, have 
fun, enjoy yourselves, but keep off 
other people's property. If you could 
for one moment imagine yourself liv- 
ing in the "house next door," you 
might think twice about throwing your 
trash there, puking, peeing, and taking 
things that don't belong to you. And, 
maybe next time I'll think twice and 
call the cops — every weekend. 
Sincerely, 
Nicole Elliott 
Reader Reminisces 
Bias BOPGer i*e 
HOTS -mpeFiUT 
r->•* it**** 
Volunteer 
American Heart 
Association O 
Editor, Rotunda: 
Gloria and I came to Longwood in 
our 60's. Favorite courses were psy- 
chology, African studies and physical 
fitness. Having spent years in Africa 
we also lectured and attended all sports 
events before moving to a "country 
place." 
During those years we also won 
dozens of awards in senior sports. On 
August 21 of (his year (now age 70) 
Harvey decided to take the "final 
exam" with the Richmond Roadrun- 
ncrs for the Ultimate Runners Award. 
Dr. Gerald Graham, Carol Bruce, and 
(he other I..('. fitness experts had done 
well 
As fast as the age groups could 
rotate we ran a mile, the 800, the 400, 
the lOOaml FINALLY the 5K! Harvey 
was the firs( over 70 to do it in Rich- 
mond Gloria's encouragemenl and 
prayers made ihe HEATbearable; plus 
UV thought of our grandson entering 
Ihe University of Maryland at age 
16—in advanced calculus. 
We were depression kids at the 
bottom of the pile, 
It hardly took a dime to make us 
smile. 
But faith in God was our nutrition, 
even in our worst condition. 
Of handicaps we had no Lick, and 
failure often held us back; 
But Something, Someone, "over 
(here" forgave our faults, heard ever 
prayer. 
And still when hope seems hard to 
find, a verse of Scripture comes to 
mind: 
"Fear not for 1 am with thee, be not 
dismayed for I am thy God: I will 
strengthen thee: 
Yes I will help thee; yes I will 
uphold you with the right hand of my 
righteousness" 
Isaiah 41:10 
Best wishes to new students My 
(first)collegecla.ss(Northwe.stern,Sl. 
Paul) is having its 50lh reunion this 
Ml..., We both wenl to several 
others 
—Gloria (Lamar) and Harvey Sperry 
Are you registered? 
Exercise your rights - VOTE! 
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The regular deadline for 
articles is 5:00 p.m. Friday 
prior to the Tuesday publi- 
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submitted for consideration 
should be placed in the en- 
velopes inside the publica- 
tion office's door on ground- 
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Local 'Bike Nerd' Ready For Long Haul 
By Jean Lee 
Rotunda Staff 
Local resident Pam Woods is a 
graphic artist and assistant to the Di- 
rector of Publications at Hampden- 
Sydney College, as well as being the 
"bike nerd" who inspired the 
fundraising Bicycle Benefit Concert, 
held on September 5 in Wygal Audi- 
torium. 
The fund-raiser proceeds, says 
Woods, put her "over the top" of the 
$3,000 minimum she needed to take 
part in a bicycle trip annually spon- 
sored by the New England based or- 
ganization, Pedal for Power. 
Pedal for Power organizes several 
bicycle trips per year to raise money 
for the Bicycle Education and Legal 
Foundation. This is an organization 
that Woods sees as important because 
il promotes bicycle safely in urban 
areas. In addition it organizes bicycle 
police forces, lobbies for cyclists' 
rights, supports bicyclist protection 
from dogs(responsible for many cy- 
clist injuries) and assists in cyclists' 
court cases involving such things as 
right-of-way. 
Last year. Woods found out about 
the Pedal for Power trip through a 
magazine she receives as a member of 
LAW (The League of American 
Wheelmen). The trip runs from Maine 
to Florida and has been taking place 
annually since 1989. 
Woods says the idea of the trip 
excited her, but she thought it might 
not be feasible, given the amount of 
lime she would need to be away from 
her life and her job. Il was also impor- 
tant for her to consider the large amount 
of money, required lo participate. 
When Woods' father and fellow 
cyclist, Jim Kellctt. later also became 
interested in the Pedal for Power ride, 
they decided to meet up with that 
year's North-South trip group for three 
days to check it out; mostly to find out 
if they could handle the mileage. 
Woods stated that she and her fa- 
ther rode from Philadelphia to 
Williamsburg through 
"urban areas ... rolling countrysides 
... all-day rain ... [and] head winds " 
They rode about 90 miles each of the 
three days and "since (they) survived" 
the father and daughter decided to 
attempt to raise the money for the 
following year's ride. 
Because it is hard to solicit funds 
from non-cyclist donors fev a cyclist's 
cause, Pedal for Power allows fund- 
raisers to split the proceeds with a less 
specialized, more widely known sis- 
ter charity to attract more donations. 
After careful research Woods de- 
cided to raise money for the Farm ville 
chapter of Habitat for Humanity, an 
organization she says is strongly sup- 
ported by her employer, Hampdcn- 
Sydney College. The encouragement 
of the school has given has been criti- 
cal to her cause, since the trip will 
require her lo lake a month off from 
work. 
She hoped to have belter luck gain- 
ing financial support locally if part of 
the funds were to be spenl in the do- 
nors' own community. Woods says 
thai this is an "open-hearted commu- 
nity, bui times arc really hard." 
Woods' father also chose lo help 
Habitat for Humanity of Farmville as 
his sister charily. 
In order lo raise money she held 
raffles and went door to dcxir until her 
neighbor and friend, Teri Kidd. a pub- 
lic school teacher and pianist, came up 
with a "musical concept" using 
Wood's Pedal for Power itinerary and 
a map. 
Kidd's idea, says Woods, was made 
to "sound like a bike trip." This con 
cept, with the help of Kidd's husband. 
James Kidd, Hampden-Sydney music 
teacher, pianist, and a colleague of 
Woods, as well as their two children, 
became last Monday's Bicycle Ben- 
efit Concert. 
The concert was the first time in a 
long time that the Kidds had appeared 
in concert. They traced the path of 
Woods and her father's upcoming trip 
from Maine to l-lorida by using music 
lo represent each area of the coast. 
For instance. Stravinsky was used 
to represent Boston and Francis 
Poulenc for New York. New Jersey, 
and Philadelphia. Urban music was 
played for cities, more popular music- 
was played for the Southern stales, 
and pieces from the Beethoven Pasto- 
ral Symphony were used for the rural 
settings. 
Some other selections included 
"The Spinning Song." which Teri Kidd 
said involved their children; "Bicycle 
Built for Two", and 'The (Not Yet 
Greasy) Bicycle Rag" was composed 
by Raphael Atlas of Smith College 
Massachusetts, who is a former Pedal 
for Power rider. 
Teri Kidd says she "tried lo depict 
[Pam's] journey through music." be- 
cause Pam Wood! and her husband 
(Professor WilliamC. Woods of Long- 
wood College), are good friends with 
the Kidd family. 
Woods says the concert became "a 
lighthearted family event" for die 
Kidds. with even die children. Marian 
and Milan, gelling in on the act by 
riding their tricycles across the stage 
holding signs with city names, and a 
"Dueling Banjos"-style race between 
Teri Kidd on keyboard, and her son 
Milan Kidd on pedals. 
Teri Kidd says that the program 
was about forty minutes long, and that 
she and her family "had a great time " 
liven the refreshments had a bi- 
cycle motif, and the stage decorations 
included the pair of "weird bikes" that 
Woods and Kellctt will ride. 
The bicycles are called recumbent. 
Their six-foot wheel bases and high- 
chair-like seats arc used to reduce 
upper back stain while cycling. This 
type of bike was introduced to Woods 
by her father, and has never been 
ridden on the Pedal for Power ride. 
Their journey will begin in Portland 
and conclude in Orlando. 
The cyclists will ride for seven 
days straight to Williamsburg. when 
Woods will be joined by her husband 
for her day off. after what Woods says 
is the longest she and her husband will 
have ever been apart. They will then 
ride seven more days for another day 
off in Savannah. Georgia followed by 
another seven to Orlando. 
The journey will total over 1600 
miles of 70 to 90-mile days. Woods 
and her father will spend their nights 
in motels provided by Pedal for Power. 
Woods says the cyclists will be "fed 
enormously." 
Until her departure. Woods is oc- 
cupying herself not only with prepar- 
ing for her long-awaited trip, but by 
helping her dad complete his 
fundraising efforts, as he still requires 
$600 to meet the Pedal for Power 
minimum. 
Assuming his minimum is met. 
Woods and her father will depart form 
Portland on September 24, and com- 
plete their journey on October 18. 
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The Minority I Indergraduate Fellows Program (Ml IT) I eadcrship Insti- 
tute was recently conducted on the campus of Southern Illinois I Iniversity at 
Edwardsville by the national Association of Student Personnel Administrators 
(NASPA). The four-day institute, Profile of a Leader in the 21st Century, 
provides professional mentoring and networking opportunities in a student 
affairs career and also provides participants with "hands-on" professional 
experience in student affairs. Shown here receiving an MUFP institute 
diploma is Renita Melton of I .ong wood Awarding the diploma is SIUE Vice 
President for Student Affairs Constance Rockingham. national Ml JFP cixirdi- 
nator. 
'Zine Reviews 
By Reverend Birdscheidt4 
Religion of the Month Club 020 
This issue is dedicated to Chick- 
ens, "the only animal that eats with its 
pecker." This 'zinc is essential read- 
ing for the chicken fanatic. This fifty- 
page issue is packed with more use- 
less trivia than ever. 
The Religion of the Month Club 
exposes the Cult of Colonel Sanders 
comparing him to Adolf Hitler and 
even the Anti-Christ And this month's 
"Obligatory Provocative Centerfold" 
depicts'lheColonel as you never imag- 
ined he could ever be (you have to see 
il to understand). 
Also included in this issue are many 
articles about chickens, famous 
chicken-related quotes and saying, 
chicken people, chicken movies, weird 
chicken rituals and more. 
So if you diink you w;uil lo know 
more about chickens in our culture, 
and you have a strange sense of 
humour, this 'zine is well worth the 
three bucks. 
It is unlikely that you will be able 
to find this al your local books'.ore or 
magazine stand, but a sample issue is 
$3.00 ppd. to I. A. Media and send to 
the address below. Back issues are 
also available. 
Next month's issue is supposed lo 
be all about "Holes " The Religion of 
the Month Club, P. O. Box 2430. 
Dcpt. BP. Simla Clan, CA 95053. 
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In Review 
The Late Show with David Letterman 
128 South Main Street 
Farvmille, Virginia 
LC Students ONLY 
Wooden Heart Corner 
• • i • • 
238 North Main Street 
Farmville, Virginia 
392-6305 V 
Cards 
fresh Cut flozvers 
fresh fudge 
Give A Gift From The Heart! 
Need Art, 
Photo, or 
Teaching 
Supplies'? 
Come in today! 
CRUTE'S 
392-3154 
101 North Main Street 
Farmville, Virginia 
By Al Biddlecomb 
Rotunda Staff 
On Monday. August 10. 1993. the 
much anticipated "Late Night Wars" 
began at 11:33 PM on CBS with the 
premier of The Late Show with David 
Letterman .   By invading lhe 11:35 
lime slot. I .ettennan has dared lo chal- 
lenge lhe almost sacred Tonight Show, 
currently hosted by Jay U-no.   Thc 
addition of die new Letterman show is 
just one in many dramatic changes in 
laic night programming generated by 
the retirement of lale night king Johnny 
Carson. 
When U-ltennan lefl NBC last 
June, controversy MOO surfaced over 
the property rights to much of his key 
comedy material. Items such as "Top 
10 Lists," "Stupid Pet Tricks." as well 
its the outlandish Larry "Bud" Mclman 
seemed lo be in jeopardy, as NBC 
claimed ihem as intellectual property 
Bolh Letterman's fans and critics spenl 
thc summer speculating the prospect 
Of the 46-year old entertainer aban- 
doning (lie popular formula ol satiri- 
cal humor dial lias nourished for nearly 
12 yean, 
As the show began, minds were 
Penelope 
(Discount (Boutique 
SALE 
Take an additional 20% off all 
previously reduced merchandise! 
Farmville Shopping Center 
(Across from LC, beside Ultimate Fltnett) 
MC - Visa - Discover 
392-1899 
Mon.-Sat. 10-6 
NEVERTOOLATE. 
Tlunk \ ni.l tin Ors k     '"   w»'i 
the ne» m di man I ORE,' >ou could b uku   th« ten lamon 
■?I    inn mi    «i finiiJi s> "'i " i 
IIKT  in plenty of time fot muM tchunli deadline   <  illnowl rinstani 
if. 
^Sylvan Technology Centers" 
Part of Ikt SWifl* Ijunuij I /*:• • 
1'800<GREA$.AP 
LONGWOOD 
NEW WAY 
DBY CLEANING * LAUNDRY 
Fluff, Dry & Fold Services 
Providing service lor all your laundry needs: 
underclothes, bed clothes, sticks, and more! 
All articles returned neaily packaged for your convenience. 
Ask about our weekly specials! 
392-6597 Hours 
102 High St. IAJHBDAY M-K 7am-V30pm 
Farmville. VA SKKVICE sal. yam-lpm 
put at ease as die familiar face of I .arry 
Bud Melman appeared at (be show's 
outset Paul Shaffer and his newly 
renamed CBS Orchestra performed 
the usual Late Night theme as 
Letterman appeared on the stage of 
the renovated Ed Sullivan Ihcater loa 
standing ovation. 
During his opening monologue. 
Dave was quick lo take shots at his 
former employers and the intellectual 
properties controversy by stating. "I 
have talked lo NBC and I can legally 
call myself Dave." 
While al NBC. Ix-llennan became 
infamous for his on-air jabs taken at 
network executives and parent com 
pany (icneral Llcclric During his 
monologue, Dave showed no partial- 
ity as he spoke of CBS and its deluge 
ol promotions for die new show "The 
Gulf War didn't get this much cover- 
age!" Lctlcnnan griped lo his clieer- 
ing audience. 
lhe overall theme ol The lute 
Show's inaugural episode seemed to 
establish die idea dial despite die new 
network and time, the show is rela- 
tively die same Letterman exempli- 
fied dns theme by presenling one ol 
his trademark "lop 10 I ist.s" al die 
usual lime during the show Bill 
Murray, who was Dave's lust guesl 
during his 1982 dcbul. repealed the 
bora as he presented Dave with a 
BUM tag (jusl incase ( BS employees 
i.ni to recogniac trim) 
Ihere were a lew surprises during 
die show l.cttcrman's close Mend 
and NBC news anchor loin Brokaw 
made I cameo apjx-aianic, as did 
Paul Newman I he evening ended 
with Billy Joel performing m an ec 
static home crowd. 
Viewing lhe debM ol the Lite Show 
withPavulUtlerman. il is dill null lo 
he CBItBlll wheilier the show can GOBI 
pCM diiecdy widi die Tonight Show 
with Jay Lena 
With all the opening lanlarc. the pro- 
gram can be compared to die opening 
day ol IM-.II.III season when colorful 
banners hang from the stadium and 
the ushers are wearing tuxedos ( IIS 
has said all along in its promotions, 
"new network, better tune, s.une 
Dave" 
Widi die enlarged audience, BOH 
ever, can die s.une I )a\c thrive in dus 
ni* uid highly competitive realm ol 
late nighi television? 
Pap 4 
PERSONALS 
To the Longwood Community: 
(hi would like to welcome everyone 
back for the 1993-94 sch<x>l year. We 
would like to encourage each of you to 
participate in the spirit of I.ongwtxxl 
through involvement in the various 
groups and organizations on campus 
and through service to the community 
oflarmville Wc thank you for carry- 
ing on the tradition of Chi' Gel ready 
for a great year, and remember, CHI 
IS WATCHING! 
—dU "94 
VI'IIB - Hello? ? 7 You up there on 
Cloud 9? -CiM 
Tracy - Go girl! — I Jrlord 
Send your personals in today! 
Speedy- Vroom! Vr<x)in! -CINCCX 
UNITY - The gay. lesbian, and bi- 
sexual student alliance for I .ongwtxxl 
and llampden-Sydncy Colleges en- 
courages all sexual minority students 
to call for more info. 395*2532 
LC Post Office now ships UPS. 
Seniors Oct. II is the deadline to 
register for the Challenge Job lair! 
Stop by the Career Center today! 
Organizations: Oktoncrfcst Parade 
I juries are due Sept. 17. If you need 
an entry form or have questions call 
Stephanie «« 4085. 
Student Directory: LC will honor a 
student's request to have directory 
inlonnalion omitted from College di- 
rectories published for student and 
general public use. Please go to the 
Telecommunication Service Office, 
I02E Coyner, by Iri., Sept. 17, and 
fill (Hit the privacy form if you wish to 
be omitted 
STUDENTS: I Iccironic Mail is now 
available to all students. Lleclronic 
Mail users can create and send mail, 
receive mail from other users, reply 10 
mail and file mail in notebooks You 
may pick up Electronic Mail applica- 
tions in Computing Services, 110 
Coynet Building. The cost tat this 
service is $ 15 per semester or $25 for 
the iKiKlemic year If you will be 
accessing Electronic Mail from a Per- 
sonal Computer in your dormitory 
r<x)in. your PC must he connected to 
your data telephone which will give 
you access to the LC IBM mainframe. 
(You may obtain an application for 
this data option connection from Tele- 
communications, 102 Coyner.) If you 
do not have a If in your dormitory 
r(X)in, you may access Mail from the 
computer labs 1-or more info, call 
395-2070. 
('ompuicrs 1 Inlimited. 1 .("s computer 
club, invities all interested students to 
our meeting on Thursday, Sept 16, at 
5:15pm in (irainger 310. 
Hey Dirk!!!!!!!— F 
BUDDY! 
YOU 
Bl 
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MONDAY - FRIDAY DAYTIME 
2     CNN 
WTBS 
ESPN 
10:00 10.30 11:00 11:30 
HpfMRfl Nfwt jLMftfl W lot  jOtywtlcft        CNN A Co 
12:00 
NewtHour 
12:30 
Sonya Live 
SportKtnlf 
i    HBO        Moo* 
i*csr Tv; 6 WTVR    jFemityFeud     Family Feud 
7 WRLH   *700Club 
Sportscantar 
Ve^ Programs [Parry Meson 
VMd 
Pro*    [Oiling Fit       [m Motion        [Bc^thipeq 
I    WRIC 
9 WCVE 
10 WGN 
11 WJPH 
1? WWRT 
13 WSET 
PrtcetoRight 
Andy Grr#»      Rush L 
Montf vrnavni 
Inttructionil Programming '.  ' • - 
Join Rivert    
Montu Wilhama 
1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 
Intemabonel How 
Verted Prograss* 
Tow a Jerry   |V*r. Program* 
] Varied Programa 
[Young and the RIHIM BoW  Beautiful 
In the Heat ot the Night Mattock 
Jenny Jonas 
14 TNT 
16 SHOW 
17 OISN 
H MTV 
19    NCK 
Slay Jessy Raphael 
L*| Brown 
CH-Pl 
Motto Cont d 
MouM TfK«t 
John I leeti From Hotywood 
Cfiertto's Angett 
GeraWo 
Loving All My Chadron 
Ai tie World Turn* 
227 
One Ufa lo Live 
[TaViSpin 
lnitru?tx>n*l ProortnwrNna 
700 CM) 
Ceeten Cha« 
Paoptot Court | Loving 
K. Copatond    [Neat Turttti 
Day* of Our Live* 
All My Children 
Varied "rogremt 
Ratal and Ptol lOonmi Beer* [Lunch Boi      |We* DUnay Presents" 
Mut« video* 
Eureeki'i Caatte Com a 
VideoMommg Com d 20 TNN 
22 FAM 700 Club 
23 VISN ^ Jerry Falwtil    jver Programs 
24 USA 'Amencen Giediitora 
25 WW0R WlBost?   WtBott' 
26 AIE 'Movi* 
MTV Jam* 
Elephant 8tww[Davk«Ktoome 
Flashback      [Paid Program 
Cope 
Omnium Leap 
Richard Bey 
Police Story 
27   LIFE       Movie 
21   TDC 
29   BET 
30   HTS 
Top of World 
Trial* Threat 
Sportiwee 
V*r Program!  ChoiitUrol 
Sanford 
v., 
Var. Program* 
Sport* win 
Graham Kerr 
Cappei I Co. Var. Program* 
Cntry Kitchen 
Trivial Purturl 
Cookln' USA 
Trivial Purtuit 
JC0j*_ 
Menace Xuil 
Another World 
One Lrht to Live 
HMM 
[VeW. Proo/»mt 
4:00 
tiriyPnm* 
Captain Planet 
Mai Out 
4:30 
inside POMKI 
Brady Bunch 
| Varied Program* 
Dream Liague 
5:00 
ESnyrfilW Showbii 
Saved by Ball 
NFL Yearbook 
5:30 
HoedofCtaa* 
Mai Out 
Guiding Light 
Tom and Jam/ |Tmy Toon 
General Hospital 
Sindiego 
De*ign.W. 
Goof Troop 
Design. W. 
TBA 
Var. Program* 
Tom and Jerry 
GoidenG.rU 
General Hosprtil 
Vtntd Proo/aVTij 
PonyTa 
Muxc Video* 
Muppett 
Croc* 
Name-Tun* 
Lira" Bita 
Var. Program* 
Make a Deal 
Denrw 
Be* Stir 
Spirt Second 
Fkpper 
10 Second* 
Make • Deal 
Mtury Pooch 
Ammenucs      Batman 
Geratdo 
Seaame Street 
Tmy Toon 
Yogi a Friend* Cooky Cartoon 
Animaniac* 
Oprah Winfrey 
Donahue 
Bonk art 
Hard Copy 
Ful House 
Ll* Brown 
Barney 
Flintstones 
Batman 
Sq. 1TV 
Saved by Ball 
Bonkert 
flew* 
Oprah Winfrey 
Movie |Var. Program* 
Varied Program* 
FraggleRock  | Wonderland 
Totally Different Paury 
Underdog 
Cookm' U.S.A. 
Intp. Gadget 
LooneyTune* 
OnStage 
Care Bear* 
Grind 
Moppets 
Ouack Attack 
Lip Service 
KKJI Incwp 
Mott Wanted 
Wsd-Craiy Kid Hey Dude 
Club Dance 
Heathckfl Archie Friandt 
Varied Program* 
Murder. She Wrote 
Streets ot Sen FranciKO 
Varied Program* 
Frug Gourmet Born Lucky 
Heart a Soul: RIB 
Eaty Dow It HOfRfWOntt 
Ptmhco 
Takabout        Saw-Century 
Bamaby Jonat 
Rocklord Fries 
Supermarket    Shop TH Drop 
Kitchen Ei Vir Progrim* Cholesterol 
Jokef* Wed   [Tic TK Dough 
Magnum, P.I. 
Pre** Yr. Luck Scribble 
Hawaii Five-o 
Anytiing-Love Tracey Uwnan Moonlighting 
Graham Kerr 
Video Soul 
Eaty Boas It   |Homeworkt 
S25K Pyramid 
FamtyFoud 
Pyramid 
vanvu riuywni 
FermryFeud 
Be a Star 
Mickey Mouse 
MTV Jimt 
Gut* 
VkteoPM 
Sunshine FK. Var. Program* 
Pirker Lewi*    Fict* of Life 
Lovl Boat 
Poke* Story 
Video Vrorabons 
Vtfxxl Pro«jftni$ 
Vined Programt Mik* 0 CUP 
[Beyond 2000 
Rip City 
Mack Brown    IT. Raymond    jSUv* Logan 
WEDNESDAY EVENING 
2    CNN 
3    WTBS 
4    ESPN 
5    HBO 
6    WTVR 
7    WRLH 
I    WRIC 
9    WCVE 
K>   WON 
11   WJPR 
12   WWRT 
13   WSET 
14 TNT 
16 SHOW 
17 DISN 
II MTV 
19 NICK 
20 TNN 
22 FAM 
23 VISN 
USA 
WW0R 
AIE 
LIFE 
TDC 
BET 
6:00 6:30 
World Todly 
Jotersonsg Andy Griffith 
IntNtoPOA 
15 00) Movie 
New* 
NUN 
New* 
Learn tor All    Business Rpt 
UpCIo** 
_7j90_ 
Monoytlna 
B  HmOHHtJf 
SportKenter 
7:30 
Crossfire 
8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 
Larry King Live Carl Hiaasen    World News 
10:00 10:30 
Sanford a Son Mows:«««  Nevada Smrtfi |1966) A young man sets out to avenge the murder ol his parents 
Movie: i*   FtstOellwiy (19911 Corey Haim 
Major League Baseball Teams 10 Be Announced (Live) 
CBS New* 
M'A'S'H i. 
ABC New* 
Mayor League Baiebek 
Ful House:; 
Fred * Barney Bear Bunch 
NIC News 
ABC New* 
Roseann* q   [Ent Tonight 
M'A'S'H g 
Wheel-Fortune 
Cop*:, 
MacNai/Lahrsr Newshour:, 
Design. W. 
Current Affair 
Inndt Eottioo 
Inside Edition  Ent Tonight 
Jefferson* E 
Murphy Brown 
Movie: «««   7?ie Untouchables |I967| Kevin Costner  R' g 
Trouble Larry  [Tall Hopes g 
Beverly Halt, 90210 (in Stereo) 
Home Imp 
Mark Russell    Tone Trath 
Ttvssg 
Kota* 
Chaarsg 
Bugs Bunny's AI Stars 
Movie:   Perry Mason The Case ol We Fllal Framing (1992) g 
Movie: •»  Quarterback Princess (1983)        | Emerald Cove 
Aftern Nation 
What You Do 
(530)V.deoPM 
Rock Videos 
Looney Tuna* 
ii Stereo) 
Beans Butl 
Looney Tune* 
Speed RICH 
Buffwmkle 
LrliQoMOn   Halloween  g 
Cotby Show :, 
Cimpbes»_ Optiont-lisu** 
Nm|i Turtles Nmuj Turtle* 
L*a«e-Be*vir 
Rocklord Files , 
Supermirket 
Mother Niture 
Video LP 
30   HTS       J. Laycock 
Shop Til Drop 
Wildlife Chron. 
Scram Scene 
Socc*r '94 
Watton*  The Scholar 
JuuftJoumil  Pnam 
MecOyvsT The Challenge 
Gimme Break   Gloni 
In Search Of... (R) 
Unsolved Mysteries 
TourhV Dest. 
Triple Threat 
TourhV Dest 
Desmonds 
Beverly Hit. 90210 (In Stereo) 
Unsolved Myttene* Hn Stereo) 
Home Imp      ;Thea:, 
Nad Btatsing: My Life I Timas 
(ki Storeo) g 
Larry Sander* 
Basebal Night 
Praam Ong 
41 Hours: Armed-Pang 
Star Trek: Neit Gener. 
Home Imp      |Moon Ovar Miami  Pilot g     |Coech(R)q 
Liberiting Americi't School* 
Gift of Love 
Ptoce (in Stereo) g 
Now-T. Brokaw i K. Counc 
Juket Letters (In Stereo) 
Newsg 
Kung Fu: The Legend Cont 
Law 1 Order  Sweeps :; 
Movie: «»   The Mighty Qmnn 11989) Oenzel Washinrjlon 
Home Imp      |Moon Ovar Miami  Pilot g     |Coac'i(R)g 
Movie: ««'■»   77ie Cutting Edge 
Young Musicians 
MTV Pnm* (In Stereo) 
BobNewhsrt    BobNewhart 
Crook and Chat* (In Stereo) 
Young Rider* The Talisman 
Sulkvins Joy ol Mu*K 
Murder. She Wrote g 
Smonl Simon 
Civil War Journal 
LA. Law   Thp Last Gasp 
Making of * Continent (R) 
Sanford Com.cv.ew 
(1992) D B Sweeney  PG       Jeff Foiworthy |Red Shoe 
11:00 
Sports Tonight Momyfcna (R) 
11:30 12:00 
Movie: »* 
f«wsn»ijrii 
12:30 
Cro**«re (R) 
Sporticenter 
Bret Uavenck The Lazy Ace (1961. Western) 
Crypt Tata* 
|Ch. Flag        |Mountain Bating 
Movie: ««  RaptdFire (1992) Brandon Lee 
Lite Show (In Stereo) g Married... With 
Chevy Chase Dennis Hopper 
[wghtlme :, 
Chsrtte Rose (In Stereo) 
Araomo jjsj (In Stereo) g 
Am.Joumil      : Current AIM 
(Off Air| 
SEPTEMBER 15,1993 
1:00 1:30 
Lirry King Live Carl Hiaasen 
Movie.   \>o»te Walsh (1970) 
Comedy Hour Rick Ducommun 
Love Connect. ;News IR) 
Jenny Jones 
Joan River* (In Stereo) 
Night Court     [Renegade  Fighting Cage (R) 
Chevy Chase Oenms Hopper    Cheer* g 
News 
Tonight Show (In Stereo) g 
Movie:   Percy and Thunder (1993 Drama) James Earl Jones 
Movie:  Heidi   1993, Drama) (Part 1 ot 2) Jason Rooards g 
House of Style Set in the '90* (R) (In Stereo)   More Sax-fas 
BobNewhart    BobNewhart   'BobNewhart 
Nashville Now Juice Newton (in Stereo) 
Father Oowfcng Myiterie* g 
Portrait* 
BobNewhart 
700 CM) 
OnStage 
n ■ J       iaa.--.  
rTWiioiiwiwa     pnistions 
Movie: "Wt^irjVjwri (1993. Drama) Jack Coletnan (In Stereo) q 
Bamaby Jonas 
American Justice: Mafia 
Movie: *•• 
Our Century: Malmedy 
A*no m a Small Town (1990) Barbara Hershey 
Wings   Air War m Vietna"-   iP  Beyond 2000 
Video Soul (R) 
Ortolet Report Mayor League Baseball Baltimore Orioles at Boston Red So». From Fenway Pa"* (Live) i Collector'* Sh 
RuShL. 
Movie: «»»  '^ffici (19801 Charles Duming 
Gunsmok*   Abena 
Lite Night 
TBA 
Bob Costi* 
Head ot Class Home Shopping Sprat 
Movie: ««   Almost Pregnant (1992) R 
Movie: ««  The Last Elephant (1990. Drama) John uthgow 
|S*«, Shock k Cantorshlp OWpTM ( 
••Vi  Continental Divide (1981) John Bekjshi PG 
Beavis-Butt      Rock Videos 
Bob Newhin BobNewhirt 
Club Dince |R) (In Stereo) 
Bonanza The Lost Episodes 
Homeland GospH 
Quantum Leap (in Stereol g 
Streets ol San Francisco 
Evening at the Improv >R| 
Artemetivi Nation (In Stereo) 
Bob Newhart    Bob Newhart 
Crook and Chase (In Stereo) 
Bordertowng 
Heart-Matter 
Odd Couple 
Rril#(Tl*V1 
R^htsWrong* 
Movie:   His Or) Friday (1940) 
Speed Racer  |Droembme 
BobNewhart   'BobNewhart 
Nashville Now Ju.ce Newton 
Patd Progrim   Paid Program 
Everyman 
Simon t Simon 
Ouintum Leap " Stereo) g 
Unsolved Mysteriw 
Making of a Continent (R) 
Sanford Desmond* 
Perfect Swing Turner 
Crvil War Journal |R) 
Mystarie*       [Thirtysomething   Tenure |Patd Program 
Wmgt   Air War m Vietnam  (R) 
MtdntghtLov* 
Countsrttrike 
Leive-Beavar 
Amincin Jultici: Mafia 
Biyond2000 
CormevtewiRi  Screen Scene 
• WCVE 
10 
11 
12 
13 
WGN 
WJPR 
vVWRT 
WSET 
Oriole* Report | Major League Buebe* Qnoies al Red So- 
THURSDAY EVENING 
2    CNN 
6:00 6:30 
World Today 
3 WTBS 
4 ESPN 
5 HBO 
I WTVR 
Jaffersonsg 
Innde Sr PGA 
(5 00) Movie:   Palermo Conn 
7    WRLH 
WRIC News 
Learn lot All 
TNT 
SHOW 
DiSN 
11   MTV 
19 NICK 
20 TNN 
22 FAM 
23 VISN 
24 USA 
25 WWOR 
26 ME 
V IH 
» W _ 
21 BET 
N HTS^ 
Moneykne 
Andy QrtftWt 
Up Clot* Sportscantar 
CBS News 
M-A-S-H g 
ABC News 
Business Rpt 
Sived by Bek 
Full House ; 
News 
News 
Fredlaaway 
(5 001 
Movla: ««  Big Girts Don't Cry 
Rosearmeg 
Wtvelength 
Mami 
NBC News 
ABC News 
7:00 
HIIIMhtl 
7:30 
Crotthre 
8:00 8:30 9:00 
Pnmentw* g Larry Kmg Uve g 
_9i30_ 10:00 10:30 
World New* 
11:00 
Sport* Tonight 
11:30 12:00 
Moneyana (R)   Nswsmght 
12:30 
CrossSr* (R) 
SEPTEMBER 18, 1993 
1:00 1:30 
Lirry Kmg Live  Pi 
Mayor Liague Basebal Cincinnati Reds at Atlanta Braves From Atlanta-Fulton County Stadium |Mo»t*: «*«   The Green Berets ii968| A cynical reporter is assigned lo a career Gi m Vietnam 1 77ny iVera 
College Footbal Virginia at Georgia Tech From Atlanta (Live) 
M-A-S'H g 
Wheel-Fortune 
Ent. Tonight 
Copsg 
ln_th* Heat ot theNtghtg 
Simpson* g    [Sinbadg 
Jeopardy! Movie: 
Mar.Ni.1 Lehre. Newshour: 
Design. W 
Currant Affair 
Jefferson* g 
IniKkEdrbon 
lm.de Edition 
Murphy Brown 
Chaartg 
Ent Tonight 
Bug* Bunny* Al Start 
Movie: ««  JrViryii (1992) Victor Wong  PG 
Altem. Nition 
Whit You Do 
FernGully   the Last Pamlorest (1992) 
Rock Videos 
Looney Tunas 
Bsivit-Butt 
Looney Tunet 
They Get Even  (1992) PG g Movie: «»   To Protect and Serve (1992) R    |Comedy Jam 
Basebal Night | Sportscantar 
InsnJe the NFL; 
Eye to Eye (In Stereol g 
In Living Color [Herman Head 
Angel Fals [in Stereo) g 
Star Trek Neit Gener 
Matkxk The Final Allair (1993. Mystery) Andy Gnftrth 
Legacy (In Stereo) (Part 3 ol 6) [Mystery!: Casebook ol Holroel 
PrimebmeUveg 
Movie: ««   The Dart Side ol the Moon (1990) Will Bledsoe 
.Simpson* g    istnbad q 
Mad Abo. You Wtoa»g_ 
In Living Coior Herman Head 
Seinfeld g Frasierg 
Movie: ••• * 
Mattock The Final AHair (1993. Mystery) Andy Griffith 
Chevy Chase Garret! Morns g 
Islam m America 
Time Ttai   Showdown  (R) g 
Super As-Star Comedy Hour 
Primetime Live g 
[Speedwaak 
By Sitin Possessed: Devil 
[Lite Show (in Stereo) g Mamed... With 
[Nightkne: 
Charhe Rose (In Stereo) 
Arsemo Hal (In Stereol g 
Am.Joumal       Currant Affair 
(Off Air) 
Motorcycle Racing 
Movie    P^-rS-jt    19911 
Love Connect. News R 
Jenny Jones 
Joan Rivers (In Slereoi 
Night Court     [Highlander The Series (R) 
Chevy Chase Garrett Morns g IChsaf* g 
News 
New* 
Tonight Show      --- 
Nighttmeg 
A Star Is Bom (1954 Musical) Judy Garland An actor turns to the bottle as ins wile becomes a megssUi 
Movie: ♦';  Hudson Hawk (1991) Bruce Willis 
*•  Hansel and Gretel (1987) NR 
Boung Report |Movn: «»  FVei 
Ru*hL. 
Movie: ««   International Airport  (1985 Drama) 
Gunsmok*   Rwroad 
Lit* Night Bob Cottat 
Earning Money, Home Shopping Spree 
Movie: ««W   / Could Go on Singmg (1963) Judy Garland 
Speed Ricer 
Buffwmkle 
(530) VMaoPM (In Stereo) Crook and Chase Rei Allen Jr 
LitiGoesOn   Chicken Pox   .; Wiltons   The Bicycle 
SpmtBn 
Nmuj Turtle* 
Cosby Show , 
Rocklord Fan 
Supermarket 
Mother Nature 
Video LP 
Rip Scherer 
Pant ot View 
NlnkiTurUM 
Laavt-Baavar 
Part 1 ol 2) g 
Shop T« Drop 
WAdWi Chron. 
Screen Scan* 
Got Atlantic 
LifettyH Mag. |Church Today 
MacOyvar  Runners g 
In Search Ot... (R) 
TourmcDett. 
Tnple Threat 
Cassetty 
TourhV Deit. 
Comedy Club 
|Movie:  hvjict 11993. Drama) Jason Robards 
v ol the Chameleon (1992) R  |Movie: *Vi  Ambition (1991. Suspense) R      [Rick Reynolds-Truth 
MTV Pnme (In Stereol 
BobNewhart    BobNewhart 
Young Riders (In Stereo) g 
SuHrvsni |Joy Of Music 
Murder, She Wrote g 
Renegade  Fighting Cage (R) 
Real West 
LA. Law  Since I Feli lor You 
Safan 'Man-Eatmg Tigers 
Sanford 
Redskin* Report 
Cormcvww 
BobNewhart    BobNewhart 
Real World 
BobNewhart 
Na*hvtae Now Kelly Willis (In Stereo) 
Father O^osrang Mysttrie* g 
VISN Showcase 
Qamson KaWor  America s Home Companion 
Real World |R) Beivis-Butt 
BobNewhirt BobNewhart 
Pith to Stard CM) Dance (R) (In Stereo) 
700 Club Bonanza: The Lost Episode* 
Invitation to Lite 
Movie: «««  White Palace (1990. Drama) Susan SaranrJon. g 
Jessy Diaon    jbghtmusK: 
Bimiby Jones 
Brahms Fourth Symphony 
Quantum Leap (In Stereo) g 
Playwrights Theater Hale 
Movie: *« "Go Toward the Light (1988) Linda Hamilton 
Portrait ot a Peoptt |R) Discovenes Underwater |R) 
Video Soal (R) 
Cycle World iMotorSports Hour [Motorsport* 
Rock Video* 
Movie: ««Vi  1941 (1979. Comedy) John Bekjshi PG 
Altemihv* Nition (In Stereo) 
BobNewhart BobNewhart    BobNewhart 
Crook and Chase Rei Allen Jr 
Street* ol San Franci»co 
Evening at the Improv iR) 
Unsolved Mystarie* 
Safari  Man-Eating Tigers 
Sanlord [Comedy CM) 
This Weak in NASCAR 
In Good Farm 
Odd Couple 
Credo 
Spaed Racer    Dreamttme 
BobNewhart    BobNewhart 
NashvUa Now Kelly Willis (R) 
Paid Program [Paid Program 
Simon I Smon 
Quantum Leap (In Stereo) g 
Sacred Song*. Sacred Space* 
[Counttrstrifc* 
I West 'Ri 
Newt: Loive-Beever 
[Brahmt' Fourth Symphony (R) 
Mysteries        Thirtysomething Paid Program 
Portrait ol a People ;- 
Midnight Love 
Redskin* Report |R) 
Discovenes Underwater |R) 
Comcview |R) Screen Scene 
JilllK'S. 
(ilikl to sec you here in liinnville 
Was it worth the trip' •smiles* Hope 
so! ()r have ytm hooked your tukcl 
hiiek? LoVi you. Jimmy' 
Rehcaa. penneoww ' Mew' Meep' 
llola Kitty! I am fine, how are you' 
♦lkrl.ee* 
Going to be netting soon? See you 
later      llrin 
Soc/Anth IX-pl : Thanks lor hosting 
Hn- It )W VV( )W this past weckeml Ii 
was l.ilmlous"" I el's sir it again 
ii.uy Drain 
Bnd. so who is ill.ii hot lhang iliasing 
you' llmmm '' "" 
Cine I 
You atv kieping control masterlully 
Boiswj: Fijrvl Nyjht 
FRIDAY EVENING 
CNN 
WTBS 
ESPN 
HBO 
WTVR 
WRLH 
WRIC 
WCVE 
WGN 
WJPR 
WWRT 
WSET 
TNT 
SHOW 
DISN 
MTV 
NICK 
TNN 
FAM 
VISN 
USA 
WWOR 
Alt 
LIFE 
TDC 
BET 
HTS 
6:00 6:30 
wortd Todly 
NFL Yearbook 
Andy Griffith 
Up Close 
(4 30) Movie:  Ana the Band 
Mama 
News 
Learn lor All 
Tenth Inning 
Full 
Fred t Barney 
CBS News 
ITA'fH g 
ABC News 
Buslnett Rpt. 
Wavelength 
Mem* 
NBC News 
ABC New* 
Bear Bunch 
7:00 
M0O#nn9 
7:30 
Crossfire 
8:00 _«*0_ 9:00 9:30 
Larry King Live Rotx^ Lead 
10:00 10:30 
World New* 
Mayor League aasebs* New York Mets at Atlanta Braves From Atlanta-Fulton County Stadium 
Inside the NFL |R| g 
Mayor League Basebal Teams to Be Announced (Live) 
M'A-S'H:; 
Ent. Tonight 
Cop. :; 
MacNee/Lehrer Newshour g 
D**ion  W 
Current Affair 
Inside Edition 
Murphy Brown 
Cheers; 
Inside Edition    Ent  Tonight 
lag* Bsjnny1* Al ttar* 
Movie ••   -y s My Girl (1987. Comedy ' n Carter 
Movie «««   The Rocketeer |t99i)Biii Campoeti 
MTV Jim*     |Reck Video* 
PG 13 
What You Do  | Looney Tuna* 
j5 30) VidaoPM (In Stereo) 
Lite Goes On  In Stwc''.. 
Rainbow Thtr    X Good Mm 
Nmuj Turtles     IWIUJ Turtles 
Cotby Show .; Leave-Beaver 
Rxklord Fie* iPat 2 S S :; 
Supermirkit     Shop Til Drop 
^Mother Nituri  Wikftfi Chron 
'video LP Now* 
^G Chaump       Week Raviaw 
Beavit-Butt 
Looney Tunes 
POq 
a^Plcturs 
BuNwmkle 
Walton*   The Town* 
Cathoac Vkwi. [Family Forever 
Case Closed (Ser*t Prermere) 
11:00 
Sports Tonight 
11:30 
'Rl 
SEPTEMBER 17,1993 
12:00 
Newsmghl 
12:30 
Cro**fci Ri 
Movie: ««';   Hornets Vest i19"0 Drama) Rock Hudson Time Apprommate 
Major League Bmbal Teams to Be Announced (Live) 
1:00 1:30 
Larry King Live Room Leach 
Movie: ••'!   FVanni (1978) 
Movie: ««  Brain Donors (1992. Comofl PG [Movie: «**  My Cousin Virmy (1992. fornedy) Joe Pesci  R 
mssa^M ■?H#aPatl>t: WOUWI 
BrtKO County, Jr 
Tht Buitfng g|Boy> g 
F(flsfy MtMrt 
Va. Current* 
Sit. Preview 
Wen St. Week 
X-Fat*  Deep Throat g 
Step by Slap 
Wash. Weak 
Mr Cooper 
The Contrary 
Movie: ««v?  escape From Sobibor (1987, Primal Alan Arkm 
Bnsco County. Jr |X-Fass Deep Throat" Q 
Awakening land (R) (In Stereo) (Part 3 of 3) g 
FamayMattara|8at Preview   |St*pbySlep   |Mr Cooper 
Movie  •• • Sleeper (1973 Comedy) Woody Allen 
Movie •')   The Human Shield (1992) R 
Mov«r««»   The Sword m the Stone {y%3) 
P*» of Joker* 
Picket Fences (R) (In Stereo) g 
Star Trek: Neit Gener. 
20/20:; 
Evening at Pops (in Stereo) 
Chaarsg 
News 
Larry Sanders | Comedy Jim 
Late Show (In Stereo) g 
Chevy Chase Janme Turner g 
News |N»*wg 
Chart* Rose (In Stereo) 
Movie: »Vi CjgedFe 
| SportKenter 
F ar (1992) Knsten Cloke 
Love Connect. Uptown Comedy Club |R) 
Araemo Hal (R) (In Stereo) g 
Am.Joumal       Currant Affair 
(OR Air) 
J*nny Jone* 
First a Ten g   Sum I Eben 
Major League Basebal Chicago White Son at Oakland Attnetics From the Oakland Cokseum    I Apploosa 
Trade Winds (in Stereo) q 
Chevy Chase Janine Turner g 
20/20:; New* 
High School Footbal Glenvar at Wrlkam Byrd. 
Tonight Show (In Stereo): 
N>)htan* g     |Ru*h L. 
Movie: «««W Manhattan (1979 Comedy) Woody Alan 
late Night 
TBA 
rtioiy VKIVOI 
Cypwtuntty    |Home Shopping Spra* 
Movie: »»  The Cool Ones (1967, Comedy) Roddy McDowell 
Top M Video Countdown (In Stereo: 
Mavis:  Spaceman in Kmg Arthur s Court   G 
»«   The Wrong Man (im Drama) R |Movie:  Xtro2 The Second Encounter (1991) [Movie: «»  Double Trouble 
BobNewhart    BobNewhart    BobNewhart    BobNewhart 
Alternative Nation (In Stereol 
Bob Newhart 
Crook and Chase (In Stereo)    |Nashvile Now The Sutler Brothers (In Stereo) 
: ««h The <ncrec>C«e Mr Limpet (1964) Don Knotts 
Suttnant Joy ol Mu*K 
Murder, She Wrote 
EvvfyfliaWi 
BobNewhart 
700 Club 
On Stage (R) 
Baptist Hour 
Movie: «««  Jack s Back (1988 Mystery) James Spader 
m Search Of 
Mayor league Basebal New York Mets at Atlanta Braves From Atlanta-Fulton County Stadium |Newt:, 
Unsolved Mysteries 
TourmcDe.t TourmcDett. 
Tim* Machine 
LA Law 
Wadefe Chron. Monty! 
Tnp*« Thrtil     Suy«f I Sptct  Sanford ^Comtcvttw 
*ulo Ractf>9 N*SCAf> Wmsion Cup    Milief Genuine Draft 400 
Invtttfptsffftt H#p0fH Ancient Myitenes (Part 2 ol 2) 
Movie: «««  A Connecticut Yankee (1931)     [Movie •• .   'ie Jewel ot the Nile (1985) g 
BeivisButt 
Bob Nfwhirt 
Rock Video* 
BobNewhart 
Club Dance (R) (In Stereo) 
Bonanta: The Lo*t Episodes 
f&wt ennchntafnt 
Yo! MTV Rapt Toda, m Stereo 
BobNewhart   'BobNewhart 
Crook and Chase (In Stereo) 
liwsonLive 
Movie: *''i   Once Bitten  (1985 Comedy) Lauren Hutlon. 
Streets ol San Francisco 
Evening at the Improv 
Great BaHs ol Fie' 11989 r>ama|Dennis Quaid Winrjni Ryder 
Sac. Weapon* |Firepower (Ri |Fighting Machmet 
Video Soul Top twenty 
Forecast |NFC Eatt 
Wildlife Chron 
Sanlord 
Simon t Smon 
Tune Machine iR 
BobNewhart   BobNewhart 
NithviHt Now (R) (In Stereo) 
Piid Proynii 
Joyful None 
Psid Program 
Heart Matter 
Movie:  Cat People (1982) 
News: Ltivt-Beaver 
investigate Report* ( 
Unsolved Myttenes_ Thirtysomething 
MoMwys       ^SacJWeapons/irepower iR|   Fightmg Machine* 
Paid Program 
Midnight Love Rap City ' jp jjjj 
Tennis Forum Challenge    Andre Agassi vs Pete Sampras        Auto Rscmg: NASCAR 
GpeFiw. 
II hoi IT»»4^I7/wc A kbntntasuroble. 
TAKE A BITE OUT OF 
SATURDAY DAYTIME 
1     10:00 
CNN 
WTBS 
ESPN 
HBO 
WTVR 
WRLH 
WRIC 
WCVE 
WGN 
WJPR 
WWRT 
WSET 
TNT 
SHOW 
DISN 
MTV 
NICK 
TNN 
FAM 
VISN 
USA 
Fishin Hole      Fly Fishing     (Outdoora _     College Gemediy 
1030 
.Showbii Weak;Stj!e  
National Geographic Eiplorer 
|9 30) Movie 
Not Jutt Newt *0rufi 
Tmy Toon 
Cryptk leper 
Woodthop 
Pro Footbak 
Tmy Toon 
Name Advntur 
Cryptk eeper 
11:00 11:30 
Science-Tech   Ftbaa Praviaw 
RI2 
12:00 
Nawsdayg 
12:30 
Evan* 
1:00 
Nawsday q    |N*w*mak»r 
1:30 
taavti: ««V»  Eves o< Laura Mars (1978) Five Dunaway 
2:00 
Healthworkt 
2:30 
stytt(R) 
3:00 
On the 
3:30 
four Mont» 
«««  Are fou m the House AW (1978. Suspense) 
Inside He NFL |R| g 
|Coaage Footbal Boston CoHeoe at Northwesiern (Uvei Footbal 
Wonder Year. Wonder Year* 
Tai-Mamag  |X-Mang 
Bug* Bunny A Tweety .; 
Jr».l»rt*  Adv    Am  V. 
'Outdoor Sec 
Crtykid. 
Goft! 
'(Men   . 'll Mama  . 
Cant Dreamt    Sa.ad by Bel 
Bugs Bunny I Tweety g 
x-Mang 
Memoirs ot an Invisible Man (!992)g |Mowe: ««  Stay Tuned (1992. Comedyi John Ritter  PG g 
WCWWreoawig 
WWFIuaarstort 
Scwnci Guy     Rhythm i Jam 
Highlander The Sene*"'        Kung Fu The Legend Cont 
World GardentYour Garden 
Ptid Program J»oulTras>~ 
Movw t. 
Victory Garden 
To Be Announced '93, 
WhyDidnll 
QuStngtOt 
wivtltnytn 
4:00 
8^ Story IR) 
SEPTEMBER 19.1998 
4:30 
Futuri Watch 
Movla:»«  Wicked SHomolhtr 
5:00 
EtViyrnfiw 
_5j30_ 
Horse Racaig (Live) 
Movie: *  Bully the Vampire Slayer (1992) 9 
1989 Comedj On-Da..', 
PGA Golf: Harriet s Classic 
Major league Basebal: Regional Coverage   Red So. al Yankees ot Mets at Braves 
Lejoue-Owm 
Time Tra» Srwwdown (R)g [Hunter The Reporter 
R) |H Storeo) 
Cartel (1990 Adventure) Miles 0 Keefle 
SewCreaave 
Energy 
The Shaggy Dog 
ACC Coa*|i Footbal Army it Duke (live) 
Sewing-Nancy 
(1959) Fred MacMurrty g 
Frug Gourmet 
Charles Saved by Bel 
Movie: «W Howtng v The Rebrth (1989) Phatp Oivn 
Cookm'Cheap 
College Footbil: Regional Coverage 
Rinegid*   The Hounfl 
DupreeCookt 
raghktnder The Senas (R) 
How m« Wett Wit Won 
|855iMowa 
Wondertind 
Big Picture  Rl  MTV Jim* Countdown 
Out* 
amhai  (1891) 
/.agptoNack 
Otytdaag      lCoaaae Featbal Army at Duke (live] 
Novi  R| . Dnver'tSeal    Adventures 
Movkt: «» invaders From Mars (1986) Hunter Carson 
Herry-Hendr.   |TBA 
Coltat Footbal: Mich St at N Dame 
Coleae Footbat Ragwnai Coverage 
Why rMn't I      TBA 
Preview of the Ryder Cap 
tsastfcsa'T Seventh Cavity (1958 Wwtorn)|Movk>: «»Vi  The Went Men (1955. Western) Glenn Ford      [Movie: **«  B*Mn (1943. Adventure) Rooart Tiylor, Thomas Mitchei~~      [U.S. Olympic Gold 
CM* Croaa g iRaady or Wot  [Movkt: «««  Patted Away (1992) PO-13 q  [Maskey Houa* [Movie: «v>  Baby on Board (1991) PG |M*vto: ***", Dead Poets Society (1989) Robin wniams PG |».  Beaches 
MavkK**   The Chymum Adwrtoi (1987)    Paaam|tan :««   Red Ridng Hood (1987; VI 
Cart Kebiooey What You Do 
Remodeling      Mechanic        lei fWmmm   [Collator* 
^Wi»hkri.,       *Th*t'i My Dog *Baby Race*    *6ig Bro Jak* 
Jerry Farwel   *0*rbert 'juttKiaa 
'v.WF Mama Writtkng 
Up Service     Real Wortd ,R jwee* m Rxk 'riousi of Style 'R«kumentiry Jotatty Buft 
Sakiti Shorti  'Fifteen NKI Newt        Looney Tunet 'Looney Tunes '" 
Bettmattert Round Marhn 
Atncan Skwt 
Outdoors 
Mtmoni        [Ovar tie MM Oam 
ItttcOyver  Th* mvrsoii kjasr 'Movie 
WWOR    Put Program  >nd Prog/am   f»a Program   Paid Proaram  >aid Program   Hot Propertwt 
invetbgetiv* Reports R 'American JuetJca Mas* |8togr*phy !R 
(Frug Gourmet  Fruj Gourmet *ktoona*)itmf  Sam and Dave   |Ul Law 0*CO 
Movie tee  Secret Wow & 
a 9 XI Video Soul by Requeit 
'Beat Spread 
M Dance Out 
Beivit-Butt 
Secrets ol the Muppett iR 
Teddy 8.        Movie:  Adventures m Dinosaur City (1992) g 
Beit of the Beach The best ot Beach MTV IR) 
Young Riders (In Stereo 
Auto Racing NASCAP 
Guntmok*  Root Dow 
QnoaBtm (1985 Comedy) Lauren Hutlon 
MstatStonet   RighU and Wrong*: Television  America* (In Stereo) q 
!»»» Pifljjy Goes to Hollywood Can't on TV 
rtasonai - Spattv* 200 [NHRA Today 
Bonaroa: The loot Epttooai    8*g Valey Diy ol th* Comet 
Movie: •• 1 
Beavit-Buft      TBA 
Arcade 
Hertm Rides Agam (1974) G q 
Doubt* Dan 
tnnda-Racmg   Powerboat* 
Wad Sid* 
BM Dane* Out 
AIE 
LIFE 
TDC 
BET 
HTS Duk* Foothill 
MpaMI ■" 
Rip City 
Forecitt 
'61    Pet Con 
op ten 
MatlMttsay lAittaato 
City it Peace 
Simon t Smon JlWfht 
The Secret Passion ol Robert Clayton (1992) q 
A-Ta 
Supermarket   [Shop Tl Prep 
jRj 
To M a Mockngbrd (1982 Drama) Gregory Pack 
Anythmg Love   UnscJrtd Mysteries 
m Good M   Ohfcothar 
Young Rld*r* (m Sieno) g 
Jessy Dtaati    |Hoiltlsafld 
Movie: «♦?Cameron s Closet 11987 Horror) Cottar Smith 
The Sane* (R|      iRinegad* Fighting Cage (R) 
Sport Adv        Coasg* Footbal Orno State it Pittsburgh (Live) 
Awythmg-Lov* 
W*d-Wheeii 
Movkt: ««  House 01 Death (1981 Horror]     jYuk Yuk (frweey 
*?L 
Rap City Top ten (R) 
Nature Witch lOtobal Famay 
«»';  intheSpint (1990) Mario Thomas. Elan* May 
Video Soul by Reque*' 
«.mght A Hale 
Mke^lorilMBtjlR) |fcntjkt PtaW Shot |R| 
Teen Summit .Ri 
Redtkint Rtport Bowkng: Woman S Finals 
The Kouiiul.i September 14, 199.1 TELEVISION 
SATURDAY EVENING 
2    CNN 
3    WTBS 
Wwtd Today 
wcw 
4    ESPN 
5    HBO 
MAOotl        ISportscontor 
6    WTVR 
l530)Mo<t<:«««   A Lttgut olTIm Own (1992) PG g 
7    WRLH 
I    WRIC 
Btywrtcri Kicks (in Slefeo) 
9   WCVE 
CoHt^Faomt 
10   WGN 
Stndieoo      [Club Connect 
11   WJPR 
LHtttytetolP.lchaFimout 
12   WWRT 
JMMlB The Hound 
13   WSET 
14   TNT 
Cottage FootbaH 
18   SHOW 
17   OISN 
I   MTV 
19   NICK 
20   TNN 
22   FAM 
23   VISN 
24   USA 
25   WWOR 
26   AlE 
27   LIFE 
21   TOC 
29   BET 
30   HTS 
6:00 6:30 
"-frl 
7:00 
Capital Gang 
7:30 
Sports Sit 
8:00 6:30 9.00 
Both Sides 
9:30 
Sourcti 
Mijor I—gut BaseoaH New York Mets at ABania Braves From Atlanta-Fulton County Stadium 
Foots** Coaoge FootieH Florida State al rtorth Carokna. (Live) 
10=00     I     10:30 
WondNewt 
11:00 11:30 
*pc»t»TonlQht [Cap** Peng   N*w*ragnt      |Ev*nt 
12:00 12:30 
SEPTEMBER 18, 1993 
1:00 1:30 
Mows***  The Big Red One [1980. Adventure) Lee Marvin   Movw: ««  DttOty Bltssry |1981 How) M*r*n Jensen 
,Rj 
CBS Newt 
News NBC News 
tuea Bunny'i All Start 
Enierttnwtent Tonight g 
Sl*r Trefc: De*p Spec* Nat* g 
Wh**l-Fortun*|j*op«rtytq 
Copaq        [Cop*(B)9 
Lewrenc* W*» Snow 
Runaway-Rich JDttlgn. W, 
Cobra  Pilot q 
Deign. W.     |Cheert:; 
Star Tr**:Nert Gener. 
(5<5) Mow*: «•  Peaches (19881 Bette Midler PG-13 ^ 
Wilt Chanty Pre**** 
Softba* 
S*Krt*> Short* 
Truckm' USA 
HOMMoOtyki 
Legend* jj T. 
:««'?  Single White Female (1992) Bridget Fonda  R q | Dream On :; 
Of Ownn. Medicine Women D 
Coeege Foottel Colorado at Stantord (Live) 
Crypt T»kH 
In the He*t ol the Night (In Stereo):, 
Front Peg* (hi Stereo): 
**Vj  Joe Versus the Volcano (1990) Tom Hanks 
«««  Beachcomber (1938. Drama) Charles LaugMon 
Variety: Living Cautiously 
Cop* q |Cop> (Hi q     >ront Pipe (in Stereo) q 
MHII America: Uwsold Hone*  |Momwie» q    |C*t« Ante. 
Movie: ««h  Joe Venus the Volant 
Movie: **«  Pamsit |196V Drama) Three i 
Movie: **'i   Diggsto*"  ('992 Comedy) R    | Boring Report 
1990) Tom Hanks q 
Untouchable* |R| (In Stereo) q 
Commish   The Antj-Commsh 
Being Served | French Field* 
Emergency     ;Emer. Cel 
Movie: »•»  Let* Weapon 3 (1992. Drama) Mel Gibson  R 
[CoHnWowfi it N#Qft Afwwjiwo [FeVd PKytw 
Come; 8Wp live (R) (In Stereo) [Areenio Hell (R) 
Sheley 
Night Court 
In Stereoi q_ 
NkjM 
Movie:  Sfappea Q993) i; 
Eeeny/Jet       |C*H»*> (R) 
TheFly (19861 
If* Showtlm* et the Apolo     [Soul Train (Ri (in Stereo)        [Comedy Hie 
Smr» A Jonet (OH An) 
;«««  UPKk-Up (1986 r . anity   [Pro Foottel 
Comic SWp Live (R) (In Stereoi 
Mm Amenc* Pegeent (In Stereo Live) q 
Spotlight on Country 
women leach a young man about love and Me 
|R. 
Snoopy. Come Home (1972) G 
Eipk Amenc* 
Doug^ 
Snowy River McGregor 
OurW»y 
Kaaptw* ol the Etrth 
SwimpTXng [Beyond 
Btrrmby Jon** 
Evening rj the Improv (R) 
Movke: ♦•• 
Bordertown; 
Spirit Bey 
Real World |R| 
Rugrats 
Path to StarO 
African Skies 
Center Street 
Cm Cloied 
Reel World (R) 
Claritt* Eipl. 
OpryBkitg* 
Realty Roue 
Week m Rock 
Roundhouse 
Grand Opry 
Rescue 911 
Bait the Pro 
Home Again 
Gimme Break 
Joyful Noise 
Movie 
Movie 
Airwaves 
m
~\Hwn 
Current Affair Eitra 
[Star Trek: Deep Space Nwe :; 
Street Justice  R 
Night Live Joe Peso Spm Doctors 
Magnum. P.I. Love That Lies llhepping Spr 
♦???Future Kick (1991) (In Stereo) R 
Movte: *• ;   ^audeW ">^l^ (1961 D-ama. Diane McBa't      Movie    Suun$**>    '%i 
Fleelwood Mac: Qomg Home (R) q 
Big Picture |R) Sport* Beams-Butt. 
RanlSkmpy   Rocko'* Lit* 
Sutler Bros (R) (In Stereo) 
BobNewhart 
Paul McCartney: Going Home 
Beans-Butt 
BobNewhart 
Oancm' at the Hot Spots |R) 
Red Shoe      [FatenAnget* [Mono: ««W Do or Die (1991) PatMortta R 
Countdown to the Ban 
Movie: ««Vi  The Red Pony (1973. Drama)    |Movie: «« Cham' (1969) G 
BobNewhart 
OpryBkttge 
BobNewhart 
Grand Opry 
*«*   PT 109 (1963. Drama) President John F Kennedy's Work) War II Naval e»pk>ts 
Mormon Choir   Highway 
limits 0988 Drama) Willem Daloe (In Stereo) 
Perry Mason Returns  (1985) Raymond Burr 
Hands ol a Stranger |1987) Armand Assame 
Home Again    .Movie: to*'* The Sugartand Express  (1974) Goldie Hawn 
Natural Work!  Silent Va'iey 
Pik) Program 
Sill Flahlng 
Zoo Lit* (R) 
Movie: «««   Hands ol a Stranger (1987) Armand Assante 
Mac I Muttey |Animah) [Wings ol the Luftwit* (R) 
Family Showcase ACTS: Act It Out 
SUkStatkmgt Witness' q 
Cofntxly on th»j Ro*x3 
HKkttn Rooro Htddtn Roofn 
Advtrtuftff Heert-Courage Mac a Muttey 
* Bad (In Stereoi 
BobNewhart    BobNewhart 
Staoer Bro*. |R) (In Stereoi 
CCM-TV 
JoyolMuwc 
Zola Levitt 
Mormon Choir 
Movie: «'7   My Mom's a Werewolt (1988) Susan Blakety 
Streets ol San Francisco 
Caroline's Comedy Hour (R) 
Paid Program [Paid Program 
Unsolved Mysteries 
Paid Program  |New* | Sport* Report  College Football Crampton Bowl - Alabama State vs Alcorn State From Montrjomery Ala (Live} 
Coleg* Football: Oregon State at Washington State (Live) [Swing Trainer "Harness Racing 
Animals 
Paid Program 
fink     L|._A.d ■?•_.    tl._J.ari ooo newnen    DOO retwnen 
Oancm' at the Hot Spat* (R) 
Paid Program 
Detent* 
Paid Program 
Man An«t q 
Chopper &Kks 
Paid Progrtm  _Pm) Progrtm 
i: taaW  The Sugariang Express il974)Goklie Hawn 
Chma Beach (Part 2 ol 2) 
Wings ol the Luftwafre(R) 
Ot the Court   [Video LP[Ri 
Paid Program   Paid Program 
Adventuftcs 
Rep City'.-■. '<"   Rl 
Heirt-Courege 
CLASSIFIEDS 
Sen ice Master of Farmville 
We clean carpet, furniture, 
auto interiors, student/ 
faculty rooms or houses. 
Call 392-6661! 
Coleg* Football West Virginia at Maryland 
. 
SUNDAY DAYTIME 
2    CNN On th*> Menu 
3    WTBS 
4    ESPN 
ttH D,y 
5    H60 
SportaWetkly 
(9:00) 
6    WTVR 
7    WRLH 
Sunday Mom. 
Star Seercn (In Stereo) 
I    WRIC 
9    WCVE 
(9 00) Movie:   The Seven-Ups 
10   WGN 
11   WJPR 
12   WWRT 
13   WSET 
14   TNT 
16   SHOW 
17  OISN 
18   MTV 
19   NiCK 
20   TNN 
22   FAM 
23   VISN 
24   USA 
25    WWOR 
2«   AAE 
27   LIFE 
21   TDC 
29   BET 
M  HTS 
10:00 10:30 
fiewtmaker 
SEPTEMBER 19, 1993 
11:00 
Coach** 
11:30 
NFL Prtview 
12:00 
Nn*.<1ay 
t*:**1/. ■Matkxk: The Investigation (1987) Andy Griffith 
l&porttcentor  [NFLGameday | Reporter* 
Sports Wustrated Swimtuit 
Larry Jone* 
Long Ago, Far |V*. Current* 
Star Saarcli in Stereo) 
Larry Jonet     |Ou1ooor*mon 
Robert Schurler 
Work Woman    Marth Stewart MotorWMk JTreimng 
Movke: ...  Gay Purr-tt"(1962)Voir^sToiTudy Garland 
Baptist 
Andy GntTitb 
12:30 
Science-Tech. 
1:00 1:30 
Week in Review , 
2:00 
Moneyweek 
Movie: «*V.   AteBoc* The Mayor (1988) Andy Griffith 
2:30 
Earth Matters 
3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 
World Report 
Movie: ««»  And irw Band Played On 
Face Nation    I Va. Football    ]NFL Today 
Frank Beamer 
F,rtt Baphst Church 
Capital News   Editors 
Lrftttyle* of Rich A Famous 
Lrttttytet ol Rich A Famous 
Victory Ho'.r 
| Auto Ractng IndyCar - Bosch Spark Plug Grand Pn» (Live) 
1993, Drama) Matthew Modrne q 
Movie: ««'/? Matkxk The Ambassador (1988) Andy Griffith    |Andy GtWIWh 
5:00 5:30 
[PGA GoH Hardee s Classic - Final Round (Live) 
EartyPnmt       Ntwtmaktr 
2 Stupid Dogs 'ctpUw Planet 
Educat. Peter |Movie: «*'/.  Prelude to a Kiss (1992) Alec Baldwin PG-13 q 
To Be Announced 
NFL Football Washington Redskins at Philadelphia Eagles Fron Veterans Stadium (Live) q 
Movie: ** Eanhquake (1974. Drama) [Movie: **  Earthquake (1974. Drama) 
This Week With David Bnnkley This Richmond Public Affairs 
Championship 
Andy Gnffith 
Movie 
Club Connect 
Sandy A Sam 
i the Mil q 
Snapshot     jAndyQritMh 
Design W.       NFLLivt:, 
(830) 
Uon. the Witch end the Wardrobe iR| 
George's Island (1989) PG 
Movie: »««   The Secret Lite ol Walter Mitty' 11947 Comedy) 
Lawrence Wee. Show [McLaughlin     One on One 
Movie:   Mom and Dad Sane the World (1992) 
Ebony/Jet      | Street Jutttce (R| 
Movie: »«   Poltergeist IT (1986. Horrori JoBeth WiMiams 
Omnibus 
Tony Brow 
Patd Program 
Entrepreneur 
Major League S**ebell Florida Markns at Clkcago Cubs From Wrigley Field (Live) 
Beauty and the Statt q 
Report-South Cosby Sho«  . 
Lifeline 
Tenth Inning 
Computtr 
Twikght Zone 
Highlander Tne Sena* (R) 
NFL Football: Cincinnati Bengals at Pittsburgh Steeiers From Three Rivers Stadium (Live) [NFL Footoatl Houston Oilers at San Diego Chargers (Live) 
This Week With David Bnnkley Magnum. P.I. Star Trek: Deep Space Nine , 
Movie: •*»•  A Star is Born (1954. Musical) Judy Garland An actor turns to the bottle as his wile becomes a megastar 
Haiti Mission   |Movie: *« Two Ataitmt rVavrnno (1976, Suspense) Chartton HeMon 
Ptury't Wedding (In Stereo) 
Doug 
wmnoire 
Wlahtiw q 
Jerry FarweM 
Ohoatbuittn 
Paid Progrtm 
Rugratt 
NHRA Todey 
TBA 
Ren A Stimpy 
Dinosaurs 
Movie: ee'i ' The g<op (1958. Science Fiction) 
Kids Incorp Mickey Mouse 
House ol Style 'Real World R i ^Real Work) R, 
Rocko s Lite     Clanssa Eipl    Freshmen 
Danger Bay:; 
Real World (R | 
Fifteen 
Movie: ««',   Blame It on the Bellboy (1992) 
Zorro 
Week in Rock 
WWSideiR) 
Scenic Canyons ot Wonder 
MTV Jam* Countdown (R) 
c««^   Caiy From the Heart (1991) Christine Lahti 
Movie: »«   Srraiohr Talk (1992) Dolly Parton 
Movie:  The tocreOtiie oVinrtuno Atari (1957) 
House ol Style |Rockumentiry 
With comic Marc Werner 
Reedy or Not  jChrtt Crott q [ Late-Dmni 
To Be Announced (In Stereoi 
The  ^credible Shunt ig Womi 
Cen'tonTV Arcade 
Racediy Auto Racing '.■■ ■???KR Wi  toi     ip     Splitfire Spark Plugs 500 From Dover Downs international Speedway. Del (In Stereo Live) Innde-Racing 
Pnnct Vtlient  Am Baby       Healthy Kid*_ jMovie: «««  rreidi [1937, Drama) Shirley Temple 
Pttchtree Homelend 
Ohottbutters 
Paid Program 
Pltywrtghtt Theater Haie 
Paid Progrtm 
VidaoQatpel 
Final Scort 
Paid Program 
Pet Con 
Diery 
Forecait 
NtnuiTurtkis 
Paid Program 
Movie: »»• . 
Baby Know* 
Chokttterol 
Worship Catholic Mass 
For Black Men 
Sport Adv 
Day Discovery  Winning Talk 
Nin|a Turtles    jWWF All American Wrestling 
PaidProgrem |Movki: ««« Saraband (1948, Drama) Stewart Granger 
!"e Uttie Princess   0939) Shule. 'er^ie 
Supermarket    Shop "Til Drop Bom Lucky 
Great Chelt 
Movie: »*Vi Ha Man Answers (1962. Comedy) Sandra Dee 
Chnslopher     IPre«t)yt*ftan 
Movie: «««  Jack s Back (1988, Mystery) James Spader 
Credo [Highway 
Winners (Ri 
Double Oare 
Remodeling 
Frtthmen 
Mechanic 
">e ''mil ol it All (1963 Comedy) Dons Day 
iwofmon unw | Mwninauoni 
Movie: »»»  White Palace ('990 Drama) Susan Sarandon :; 
Missions 
Jutt Ttn ot Ut 
Worthy 
My Two Otdt 
Lead Story 
Duke Football 
Nature Watch 
Paid Program 
NFC Eatt 
Movw: -v.  Salome. Where She Danced (1945, Drama) IMovto: Perry Mason The Case of the Silenced Singer (19901 
Movie: -«'T   My Tutor [1983. Comedy-Drama) Caren Kaye. 
L.A. Law 
Single Pistol Shot <= Global Family 
Paid Program 
Frank Beamer   CoHege Football Syracuse at Texas 
Paid Program    Paid Program 
Moonlighting 
The Big Wei |R) 
Paid Program [Paid Program 
i: **'/]  Repo Man (1984. Comedy) Erraiio Estevez        |ln Search Of... |R) 
World ol Valor 
Paid Program 
Heart-Courage 
Peid Program 
Movie: ««   Better Off Dead [1993. Drama) Mare Winningham 
Mac A Muttey 
Paid Program 
Animals 
Paid Program 
Sky Hunters 
CoHege 
Paid Program 
Cerriert 
PtKJ Progrtm 
Football Arkansas at Alabama 
SUNDAY EVENING 
2    CNN World Today 
3    WTBS 
4    ESPN 
WCW Mam Event WrttBmg 
S   HBO 
Baaotbal Tonight 
(   WTVR 
7    WRLH 
I   WRIC 
»   WCVE 
10   WGN 
11   WJPR 
12   WWRT 
WSET 
TNT 
16    SHOW 
17   CHSN 
18   MTV 
19   NICK 
20   TNN 
22  FAM 
23   VISN 
24   USA 
25   WWOR 
26   AiE 
6:00 6:30 
Baseball '93 
7:00 
P.nntcle 
7:30 
Sports Sunday 
8.00 8:30 
Movie: **h Matkxk The Tinei (1968 Mystery) Andy Griffith 
9:30 
One Nation Under a Debt 
9:00 10:00 10:30 
World Newt 
National Geographic Enpiorer . 
Nf L Pnmebme Major League I: New York Mets at Atlanta Braves From Atlanta-Fulton County Stadium 
11:00 
Sports Tonight 
Network Earth 
11:30 
Business 
ReUjbontNp 
Sporttcenter 
SEPTEMBER 19.1993 
12:00 12:30 1.00 1:30 
World Report Final ErJBon 
Secret Tomorrow 
NfL Pnmebme iRi 
Perfect Smite   Ion Dtvis Hair 
Batebtk Tonight |R| 
Meet*):««'.   Waynes World (1992) Mike Myers   PG-13 MovWr ««H   Batman Returns (1992. Adventure) Michael Keaton   PG-13 q     |Movie: «*   Boomerang (1992. Comedy) EdOe Murphy R'q  ]Movie: *««  Patriot Games  (1992) R q 
CBS News q    New* 60 Minute* q 
Star Trtk Neil Oener 
New* 
Gh09twnte>r I 
ABC Newt 
OhUtlWlteEf ^ 
It Had to Be 
To*ntend Televition Martm , 
HomeVideoi   !Am. Funmttt 
Auttin CHy Limit* (In Stereoi 
Mwri*):««y.   Animals Are Beautiful People [19741 q 
Catwalk Family Business   (R) Towneend Ttlevmon . 
NFL FootbtH 
ABC New* 
I Wilne** Video (In Stereo) q 
Home Videos 
Buga Bunny'a A» Hart 
|5 30) Movie:   Life lor Dinner 
Avonlea |R) (in Stereo) q 
(4 00) To Be Announctd 
Rocko I Lrlt 
In-Fitherman 
Tom Kitten 
Jtwiaii Chron 
My Two Otd* 
otT. 
B« Dance Out 
S*m Whitkert 
Facet on Faith 
Bamaby Jonet 
My Two Dad* 
Rtat Wtil |R) 
27   LIFE 
28   TDC 
lawtt: tt The List Prostitute [1991) Song Braga 
29   BET 
30   HTS 
Am. FunnlOIt 
NFL 
«««'/;  The Hunt tor Red October (1990. Adventure) Sean Connery q 
LivtngSingH   |Married... WHh |Daddy Dearett |8t«r Trek: Deep Space Nwieq Un«o<icharj4et[R) (in Stereo) q THnrly paptHI Church 
Emmy Awards iin Stereo Live) q 
Nature  Scandinavia |R)q      Matterpktce Theatre: Murder For the Living [In Stereo) q 
Renegade   Figmmg Cage (R) iBUy Qr*h*m Crutade q Newtq Vnatanl Replty 
Mart,.. , 'Livwg Single   |Marrted... WWti iDaddy Dearett^Peid Program   PatrJ Program 
Setquett DSV in Stereo :. 
Emmy Awards iln Stereo Live) q 
tr, **V7  Qwgkty Down Under (1990) Tom Sekeck q 
NFL Football Dallas Cowboys at Phoenn Cardinals From Sun Devil Stadium (Live) 
Movie: «« Lite Stinks [1991. Comedy) Met Brooks PG-13' 
Movie: ««'■; Love Leads the Way (1964) Timothy Bottoms q Hotywo** The Garden Year* 
You Afraid' 
Outdoor* 
That'* My Dog 
House ol Style Real World '<   Wrote-Watch    Week in Rock 
Roundhouse 
NHRA Today 
Baby Races 
Movie: «««  Honeymoon m Vegas (1992) q   | Felon Angel* 
VISNShowctte 
Nick New* 
Inside-Racing 
| Ran Tin Tin 
|8flt>B* 
Bob Newhart 
Raceday(R) 
Big Bro. Jake 
JoyolMueic 
Movie:   Rubdown  [1993. Drama) Jack Coleman (In Stereo) q 
Simon A Smon 
Jewel in the Crown 
ffaig* |R| 
Paid Program  [Paid Program 
Nature of Thing* 
Bamaby Jones 
BobNewhart 
Fishm' 
Sports 
BobNewhart 
Roland Martin Bassmasters 
Snowy River McGregor 
Common Sens* Religion 
Case Closed (R| q 
Streets ol San Francisco 
Movie:  Framed (1992. Suspense) (Part 1 ol 2) Timothy Dalton 
Movie: »»'7  Punchline (1988 Comedy-Drama) Salty Field 
Pud Program   Paid Program 
Wildlife Teles 
Paid Program 
Sanctuaries 
Paid Program 
Pursuit ol Justice 
Bobby Jones Gospel (Ri 
Married.. With Crusaders Lifestyles ol Rich A Ftmout 
^hTwle_tev  wv^"*^av 
American Gladiators Apollo Comedy Hour iR) ;MO(OfnMk 
P.O.V. q ,(Ofl AK) 
Nkght Court     [Street Justtc* Desperate (R) |Em*r. Cal     iPrltw* Suapact IComedy Club 
To Bt Announced 
InaideEdibon |Pwd Program 
lit Showtwn* et the Apoko       Sports Folkat  .(Off An) 
ISweetmgBuaat*'Users        'zooLile Ri 
Entertainment Tonight q Sport* [Head ol Clett | Shopping Spr 
NfL Post Game [Movie: ««   Forced Vengeance  11982| Chuck Morris 
Movie: •*   Scanners III The Takeover (1992) Steve Pamsh    |Dentt Ltary-Curt 
The Pnncess and the Pirate (1944) 
UTipkiggod      Rockumenttry 
Bob Newhart BobNewhart 
Hank Parker 
In Touch 
Rerwce m the Lord 
Sft Stafcmgs |R) (m Stereo) q 
News: Gimme Break 
Poirol 
Comics in Search 
Ptrwat of Jutttce  
Video Qotpel |Pertonel Dujry 
[4 30) CoHege Football Arkansas at Alabama    jSwing Trainer   College Football V" jmia Tech at Miami 
Liquid TV 
BobNewhart 
Road Test 
BenHaden 
Changed Live* Lord'* Way 
Judy Garland Concert 
Speed Racer 
Bob Newhart 
Truck Power 
J. Ankerberg 
S» framing* Witness (R|q 
Paid Program |Paid Program 
Caroline'* Comedy Hour 
SpecuWty Updakt 
Waddle Tale*   Sanctueries 
For Black Men Lead Story (R) 
Dreg RKing: NHRA Nationals 
120 Minute* (In Stereo) 
[Mow*: ««  The Incredible Shrinking Woman 
BobNewhart 
Truckm' USA 
John Ot teen 
Bob Newhtrt    Bob Ntwhart 
Amencts I in Ste-eoi , 
Speed-Beauty   Our Way 
Feed Chddrtn   Paid Program 
Bob Ntwhart 
Eiptr. America 
Paid Program 
Everyman 
HoHywd Inttd* 
Peid Program 
Paid Program   Paid Progrtm 
Peid Program | Paid Program 
Paid Program 
Paid Program 
Movie:   Framed [1992 Suspense) (Part lot 2) Timothy Dalton 
Physiciant' Journal Updtte 
Pursuit ol Justice (R) 
Peid Program 
Pud Program    Paid Program 
Pursuit ol Justice IRl 
Paid Program jP«id Program   Paid Program 
Tenmi Big Bear Champions Final From Columbus Ohic 
MONDAY EVENING 
2    CNN World Today 
3   WTBS 
4    ESPN 
5    HBO 
I   WTVR 
7    WRLH 
6    WRIC 
9    WCVE 
10   WGN 
11   WJPR 
12   WWRT 
13   WSET 
14   TNT 
16   SHOW 
17   DISN 
18   MTV 
19   NICK 
20   TNN 
22   FAM 
23 VISN 
24 UM 
a wwon 
JTAIT 
27   LIFE 
ansr 
21   BET 
30   HTS 
6:00 6:30 
Head ot Clnt 
Th'bredt 
4 45) Movie 
Mam* 
New* 
Ltem lor All 
SavdQyBoll 
Fun Hoot* q 
News 
Fred ABtmey tear Bunch 
D. neJDMiet 
UpCtote 
7:00 
MOfHyyvwM 
AndyGnlMh 
Sport teenier 
7:30 
Crossfire 
8:00 8:30 
Pnmenews 
9:00 9:30 
Larry King Live q_ 
10:00 
World News 
10:30 11:00 11:30 
Sport* Tonight |Mon*yin* (R)   Newtmght 
12:00 12:30 
Crotthre (R) 
Sentord A Son Movie: **«  Solomon and Sheba (1959. Drama) Yul Brynner George Sanders |Movie: »««W Mister Roberts [1955, Cornedy-Dramai Henry Fonda 
NFL Prune Monday 
Movie: •*   Onl y You (1992 Comedy! PG-13 
CBS New* 
M'A'S'H g 
ABC Newt 
Butlnett Rpt 
Roteanneq  ]Ent. Tonight 
Coach:; Copt: 
]BodyfJuadmg USA Championships 
Movie    ■•    tyt * 1992 it i About T-me   19921 [Movie: *'.    '.<«e,    1991) Bnan Bonsall   R 
BatebU Night |Sport*c*nt*r 
Evening Shade Dave's World    Murphy Brown Love » War q 
Wheei-Fortun* Jeopardy1 
in Untrue Story (1993) Margin FaafCtnld q 
Northern Exposure q 
Star Trek: Neit Gener 
SEPTEMBER 20,1993 
1:00 1:30 
Larry King Live Ri 
Nebontl Gaogrtphic Eipkxer 
[NFL't Grtatett Moments        [NFL Yearbook 
Movie: ««V»   Dying Young (1991 Drama) Julia Roberts  R Q 
Late Show (In Stereo) q With 
Chevy Cheat (In Stereo) q 
Wavelength 
Mama 
NBC Nfwt 
ABC New* 
MacNeil'Lthrer Newthour . 
Design W       Jeflersons , 
Current Affair    Murphy Brown 
Innde Edition   Cheers:; 
Inside Edition    Ent Tonight 
Bug* Bunny's All Start 
Mavity.«««  The Band Wagon (1953. Musical) Fred Astaire 
Move    Ba 
Day Oneg       |NFl Foctbel Denver Broncos at Kansas City Chiels From Arrowhead Stadium (In Stereo Live) 
New Guinea Land ol the Unoipoctod (R) (in Stereo) q |Beetrlce Wood: MMM 
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Colleges Have Done Little To Cut Costs 
(AP)      Scaling back .Downsizing 
Ilattcning management 
Businesses, government agencies, 
all kinds of bureaucracies, have faced 
up to tbe realities of today's tough 
I umoiriy with massive restructuring 
and changes in the way they operate 
But not Virginia's colleges. 
Despite 30 years of talk and prom- 
ises, many universities still are doing 
things the way they always have. 
College officials lambaste the stale 
lor cutting their budgets by a fifth, but 
evidence shows they've done lillle to 
restrain their own appetites for bigger 
staffs and latter programs 
(inrdon K. Davies, director of the 
Stale Council of Higher l-ducalion, 
says the schools have let the slate and 
the taxpayers down Ihe council, a 
coordinating agency, adviscsandovcr- 
sees colleges, but has no regulatory 
power over die boards of visitors that 
govern the schools 
Ihe colleges, I >avics says, have been 
given multi-millions for financial aid 
and approval to level double-digit tu- 
ition increases with the proviso that 
they look to streamline. Instead, they 
iisid tuition hikes to recoup most of 
Ibeif losses. 
"As far as I MB concerned, the gov- 
ernor ant! the (iencral Assembly have 
kept their part of die bargain, but we 
haven't kept ours." 
To be sure, die schools have sub- 
stantially cut spending on mainte- 
nance, library purchases and faculty 
travel But those are stealth cuts, eas- 
ily made, not widely felt, not hotly 
debated. Ihey have skirted fundamen- 
tal changes to: 
I at Administrations: Colleges arc 
lying up money in bureaucracies that 
could be spent on teaching positions. 
Ihe University of Virginia has four 
openings in the office of ■'resident 
John T Casteen 111, who in 1W2-93 
\\M\ 16 ;udes, assistants, special assis- 
tants, secretaries and interns (kiv. L. 
Douglas Wilder said: "I run the state, 
and I don't have as many aides ;uul 
assistants." 
—Academic Bloat: Universities 
have refused to shut down academic 
departments or degree programs with 
low enrollments, and they' ve avoided 
trimming academic areas that dupli- 
cate those at nearby schools. Instead, 
they're still pushing to expand into 
more esoteric fields. 
luxury Services: lees continue 
lo soar to pay for a smorgasbord of 
services and activities ranging from a 
steak house at J;unes Madison Uni- 
versity to a convocation hall yet lo be 
built at ODD. Students pay for diese 
perks V'hciher they want llicm or not. 
Schools also have failed lo curtail 
unpaUolled faculty research The stale 
estimates that 130 million a year is 
wasted on research that doesn't pass 
miistei Some schools continue to ol 
lei an array of remedial courses 
one in liMircollegesliidenlsisenrollcd 
in them      even diough community 
colleges can teach beginning math 
ami Inglish courses at less cost 
" I lungs liavc lo change." said 
Wildci "Once the public Imds out 
|iisl IK>W IIU-II tax dollars are being 
spent, especially at state-suppnited 
schools, they'll say "Why so?'" 
A rev icw of recent budgets ai U.Va, 
James Madison and Virginia Com- 
monwealth universities shows that 
total staffs have grown despite the 
axing of slate aid. In every case, staff 
and administrative growth outpaced 
thai ol die teaching corps. At VCU 
and U.Va., the number of full-time 
faculty jobs actually declined from 
1986 lo 1992. 
JMI I increased die number of teach- 
ing jobs by 4 percent since 1989. but 
administrative jobs proliferated at 
nearly 11 percent. 
In the community college system, 
on the other hand, administrators have 
taken a bigger hit than teachers. The 
number of staff positions has been cut 
by 12 percent since 1980, compared 
with 10 percent for faculty. Mean- 
while, enrollment grew by 35 percent, 
compared with 10 percent at both 
U.Va. and VCU and 27 percent at 
JMU. 
"1 sometimes think we do have too 
many administrators," said JMU's 
president, Ronald li. Carrier. "But 
when I look at it — and 1 do look at it 
— I see diese people doing things we 
didn't do before." 
However, Andrew Kohen. a profes- 
sor of economics at James Madison. 
Mid there's an overflow of midlcvel 
administrators. "We could get a lot 
more mileage out of them if we got 
them into the classroom ... You get 
assistant deans and associate deans." 
Administrators, some of whom al- 
ready were pulling down six-figure 
salaries, received raises even during a 
slate wage freeze from 1990 to 1992. 
Nearly 10.000 — that's 40 percent — 
of the salary increases granted to slate 
workers during Ihe freeze wenl to uni- 
versity administrators and lo thou- 
sands of faculty members. The stale 
allowed raises to reward promotions. 
Mlppofl gender equity and counter 
com pelilive oilers. 
At U.Va., Ihe provost and law school 
dean, who both made more than 
$l(X),OOO.cachgota$25.000inaease. 
Overall, U.Va handed out $16.5 
million in raises to blue- and white- 
collar employees during die freeze. 
VCU, where raises were smaller and 
more widely spread, gave out $14.6 
million. Virginia Tech spent $4.2 mil- 
lion on raises. William and Mary $2.6 
mil lion and (icorgc Mason I Ini versity 
$2.4 million. 
Schools could once afford the luxury 
of expanding. Academic departments 
and degree programs sprouted in the 
last decade as money Bowed into uni- 
versities. Now, It's hard to shut them 
down. 
When administrators talk about 
down sizing in academics, (hey talk 
about the programs they've decided 
not lo add. ODU has canceled plans to 
start doctoral programs in geology, 
applied chemistry and nursing, Pro- 
vost Jo Ann Ciora said. But what 
existing programs has ()Dl I dropped? 
None. 
Other schools haven't pruned aca- 
demic offerings much more Virginia 
Tech, the slate's largest school with 
75 departments, eliminated two. but 
only through mergers. Tech has com- 
bined the animal and poultry science 
departments, as well as the biochem- 
istry and nutrition and the anaerobic 
microbiology departments. That cut 
six positions, saving the school 
$300,000 a year, spokesman Larry 
Hincker said. 
"Even in times of turmoil, insutu- 
tions find it extremely difficult toclose 
degree programs," Margaret A. Miller, 
associate director of the state council, 
said. "It's surprising how much sup- 
port and constituency a program with 
even few students in it can get." 
Firing a tenured professor can put a 
university on sh;iky legal — and po- 
litical - ground. Get rid of a depart - 
meni of three professors and you face 
infuriating the hundreds left on cam- 
pus. 
But Davies, the director of the state 
council, said: "Departments come into 
being because they meet a perceived 
need. It is counterintuitive to think 
they meet all those needs forever." 
State records, in fact, show that more 
than 140 bachelor's degree programs, 
which are not all full-Hedged depart- 
ments, produced fewer than 10 gradu- 
ates across the state last year. Norfolk 
State topped the list with 28, followed 
by Radford, with 15, and ODU, with 
14. 
More than 45 of the programs had 
fewer than four graduates — includ- 
ing geophysics and seismology at 
Tech, dance at Radford, earth and 
planetary sciences at Longwood and 
general home economics at Norfolk 
State. 
University official., counter that 
some departments with few majors, 
like philosophy and physics, are busy 
offering courses to students in other 
fields. Others are just traditional. 
Norfolk State and ODU, state-sup- 
ported universities in the same city, 
arc supposed to avoid duplicating pro- 
grams. But state data show they have 
more ihrr 20common majors, includ- 
ing accounting and nursing. A half- 
dozen, including sociology and math, 
produced fewer than 50 graduates 
combined last year. 
Meanwhile, the number of programs 
and degrees grows. The state council 
in June approved 10 new programs for 
state-supported schools — including 
ODU's writing and women's studies 
degrees; a master's in social work and 
a bachelor's in anthropology at 
Radford; and a doctorate in art history 
at VCU. l.ast year, private Hampton 
University won approval for a doc- 
toral program in physics, even though 
three other schools offer the degree 
and there's a shortage of jobs forphysi 
cist's nationally. 
LONGWOOD COLLEGE 
BOOKSTORE 
100% 
Cotton 
T-Shirts 
itll^lfll 
Only 
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Stop by today! 
OPEN MONDAY-FRIDAY, 8AM - 5PM 
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"We think so much of our community that 
we've extended our banking hours... 
THIS TELLER IS OPEN 
ALL DAY, EVERYDAY! 
• CASH ADVANCE 
• ACCOUNT WITHDRAWALS 
• FUNDS TRANSFERS 
Our automatic teller machine is located at 1577 
South Main Street in Farmville, Virginia. 
Phone 392-9088. 
BENCHMARK 
COMMUNITY BANK 
Serving Southside Virginia 
it's much of a coincidence that JMU 
has very high fees and students have 
At James Madison, students are tan- litde say," she said. "If students had 
talized by the choice of 250 clubs, a some say, 40 percent of our fees 
school-owned residence in London wouldn't go for athletics." That num- 
forexchange programs, a summerdin- ber came out in a student government 
ner theater with student actors, two report this year after students de- 
radio stations, a steak bouse for stu-   manded a fee breakdown from the 
dents bored with cafeteria food and 
cable television in dorm rooms. 
Ihey pay for it, too. JMU's manda- 
tory activity fees total $ 1,968 this year, 
the state's highest. 
Elsewhere, too, students are paying 
for video collections in libraries, food 
courts in student union buildings, high- 
tech weight moms in club-like recre- 
ation centers. They contribute lo an- 
nual events such as U.Va.'s fall film 
administration. 
A sizable chunk of student fees at 
other schools also goes to athletics, 
nearly one-fifth of U.Va.'s, for ex- 
ample. 
U.Va's athletic budget has gone up 
about a third since the mid-1980s, to 
nearly $15 million last year. At VCU 
and JMU. sports spending, including 
more money for women's sports and 
bigger athletic scholarships to cover 
festival, which board member Patricia   higher tuitions, has increased nearly 
Kluge prodded her colleagues to as-   60 percent since 1986. 
sist with a new $2 student fee that 
kicked in this fall. 
At virtually all four-year schools, 
fees also cover a full range of health 
services, career ad vising programs and 
mental health assistance. Students who 
don't want or need these services pay 
for them anyway. 
These auxiliary enterprises receive 
no state funds. But the self-supporting 
ventures have become big business. 
They consume nearly half JMU's bud- 
get. 
"Students demand a lot more ser- 
vices now," said Carrier, president of 
JMU. AddedTerry Knight, the budget 
director, "Do you want bare bone pro- 
grams or do you want quality? This is 
how we define quality." And JMU is 
hot flooded every year, with 12,000 
applications for its 2,000 enlering- 
class slots. 
But senior Laura McClinlock said 
students might not approve all those 
fees if they had a vote. "I don't think 
"It's part of student life." Carrier 
said. 
At ODU for the last two years, stu- 
dents have been paying $59 a year, 
generating $1 million annually, for a 
convocation hall that may not be built 
until the nexldecade. "It's not uncom- 
mon in higher education to ask stu- 
dents to support a project that's in the 
future," Vice President Richard A. 
Staneski said. 
The hall, which would seat 10,000. 
would be used for basketball games, 
concerts and speeches. "It's a little 
more broadly focused than a place to 
play basketball." he said. "Il may not 
be academic, but it's only in part ath- 
letic." 
James W. Dyke Jr., former Virginia 
secretary of education, said. "The pri- 
ority has got to be on education, not 
athletics. 
"The schools are going to be forced 
to look at what they're doing. They 
can't continue business as usual." 
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Comincj TTils Christmas from Disnamax 
When independent-film distributor Miramax Films was bought in late April by 
the Walt Disney Company, Variety wondered how a traditionally conservative 
company like Disney will live with Miramax's often racy and controversial 
films." Others in the industry have voiced the concern that Miramax, which has 
brought us sex, lies and videotape, Paris Is Burning and The Crying Game, will lose 
its edge, becoming "Disneyfied." On the other hand, maybe it's Disney that 
needs to watch out. 
Beauty and the Beast: Beauty learns to 
love the Beast despite his appearance, 
but the Beast is horrified when he 
discovers that Beauty has a penis. 
Sister Act: The convent is scandalized 
when the sisters find out that Whoopi 
Goldberg is not really a nun and that 
she has a penis. 
Aladdin: Aladdin realizes that Princess 
Jasmine likes him for who he really is 
and that she has a penis. 
Pretty Woman: Richard Gere falls in 
love with wrong-side-of-the-tracks 
Julia Roberts but learns that she has a 
penis. 
The Little Mermaid: Ariel wishes she had 
legs. The prince wishes Ariel didn't 
have a penis. 
Snow White: The Seven Dwarfs adore 
and respect Snow White and so never 
suspect that she has a penis. 
Lady and the Tramp: The Tramp is 
delighted to discover that Lady has a 
penis but horrified when he realizes her 
testicles have been removed. 
—Daniel Radosh 
DEPRESSION 
My mummate »a> depend, More than 
Ihe blurs I DIM NriOUty dcpRMd 
She always lixiktil ml. (Inert I lot She 
COUldn't sleep. e;il. Of rtii am »f her work 
Treat it! Defeat it! 
I liajred she neiiM in art informal hrl|>. 
before her pain fX MOe. So I dieiirrt it out. 
I was amazed. ()nce her depression v. as 
diagnosed, treatment was effective ami 
began to WOJl within a lew weeks 
Got a friend or kned one 
who you think Is depressed? 
For free materials, call 
1-800-421-4211. 
I.S .DKPMcTMK\TOKIIK\I.TII 
VNDIHMWSKRMCKS 
National Institutes of Health 
National Instilulr »l Mrnl.iI llrdllh 
ACROSS 
1 Infant 
5 H»lp«f: «bbr 
9 River boat 
13 Astringent 
14 Noonday repast 
15 A Gardner 
16 Ballads 
17 Mohammedan 
decree 
18 Back of the 
neck 
19 Diamond — 
20 Certain beam 
21 All! 
23 "- by the 
paper*" 
25 Of heroic 
proportions 
27    Hedda —" 
29 TV's Vlgoda 
30 Have food 
33 Curved molding 
34 Vestiges 
37 Pindaric 
38 Gerald or 
Henry 
39 More easily 
handled, as a 
ship 
40 Makers: abbr 
41 Table scrap 
42 Trustworthy 
43 "—a song go 
out..." 
44 Sunbeam 
45 Peton's land: 
abbr. 
46 Wash, city 
48 Striped 
51 Bubble 
52 Parasite 
54 Genesis name 
56 Psychic letters 
59 Byway 
60 Blacksmith 
necessity 
62 Gratis 
63 Conjunctions 
64 Court case 
65 Lat. abbr. 
66 Nuisance 
67 Cloche and tarn 
68 "Jane —" 
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All Rights Rtsanrt 
2 Jai- 
3 WWII slogan 
4 Ger. spa 
5 Air 
6 Kind of drum 
7 Doctoral degree 
8 Independence 
Hall Item 
9 Medicinal plant 
10 FaneullHall 
11 Gr. flask 
12 Unwanted plant 
14 Patrick Henry 
alternative 
20 Golf mound 
22 High cards 
24 Winter vehicle 
26 Strides 
27 Have an inter 
estln 
28 Gr. marketplace 
31 Pertinent 
32 Seed cover 
35 Roam 
36 Exist 
40 Wallace of TV 
42 Suspend 
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47 Every one 
49 "— of robins..." 
50 Boat's crane 
52 Rebuff 
53 Window glass 
55 Diagonal seam 
57 Scorch 
58 Soccer 
Immortal 
61 New Deal 
letters 
62 Club dues 
Are you concerned about the future? 
Do you believe individuals can make 
a difference? 
Are you ready to put your ideas to 
work? 
...then you should know about... 
THE BIG IDEA. 
The BIG IDEA is a new national grant 
program that invites you to take an 
active role in solving today's complex 
social problems. The BIG IDEA will 
provide ten students with up to 
$2,000 each to design and implement 
innovative community service 
projects. 
Sponsored by The Jostens Foundation 
and the Campus Outreach 
Opportunity League (COOL), the 
BIG IDEA is a unique opportunity 
to help others while developing 
leadership skills and personal 
experiences that will last a lifetime. 
Call (800) 433-5184 to receive your 
BIG IDEA grant application. 
Completed applications due November 
19,1993. Winners will be notified by 
January 21,1994. 
A BIG IDEA can change the world. 
r. 
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~\ Fall for Sausage Lover's Pizza 
Buy a Sausage Lover's Personal Pan Pizza and gel 
a regular order of (3) breads.icki for 1/2 its menu price! 
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Sponsored by the 
Student Union. Campus Calendar 
Wednesday 
September 15 
Thursday 
September 16 
Friday 
September 17 
Saturday 
September 18 
Sunday 
September 19 
Monday 
September 20 
Information on (MRU should 
be submitted to the Rotunda 
Box 29(11 by the FRIDAY pre 
ceding the appropriate issue of 
the paper 
Tuesday 
September 21 
Soccer:       Hampden- 
Sydney, 4 p.m, 1st Ave. 
Field 
Rotunda   Newspaper 
Meeting: We need you- 
come join us!    6:00pm 
Grainger B16 
Involvement Fair: 5- 
7pm, Lancaster Mall 
LP Lecture: "Women's 
Choices in the 90s" by 
Ronda Slater, 8 p.m., 
Commonwealth Ball- 
room 
College Council: 11:20 
a.m., Amelia Room 
Involvement Fair: 12:30 - 
2:30 pm, Lancaster Mall 
Career Center: Resume/ 
Cover Letter Workshop. 1 
p.m. 
Computers Unlimited: 
Meeting. 5:15pm, 
Grainger 310 
Alumni Board Meeting    Alumni Board Meeting 
Invitational Golf 
Tournament 
)arman Dinner 
Karaoke Night:    9-Mid 
night, Lancer Cafe 
LP Movie: "Groundhog 
Day," 8 k 10:30pm., Com- 
monwealth Ballroom 
Invitational Golf 
Tournament 
Career Center: Resume/    SG A Senate Meets: 1pm 
Cover Letter Workshop. 5   Lanklord 
p.m. 
LP Movie: "Groundhog 
Day," 9pm., Common- 
wealth Ballroom 
Women'sTennis: Sweet 
Briar, 4 p.m., Lancer 
Courts 
Student Forum: 7 p.m., 
I^nkford ABC Rooms 
Submit your event/time/place to 
Box 2901 for inclusion in the 
Campus Calendar!! 
BE INVOLVED - SHOW YOURLEADERSHIP SKILLS - BE INVOLVED 
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SPORTS 
Coach Sandy Bridgeman Returns Nine From A YearAeo 
Experience To Spark Field Hockey 
Longwood's 1993 NCAA Divi- 
sion II field hockey team returns nine 
members from last season's 10-5-1 
squad, including 1992 second-team 
College Field Hockey Coaches Asso- 
ciation/Sauk Valley All-American 
senior Missy Moran . With seven 
veterans likely to start and having her 
best freshman class since arriving four 
years ago. Coach Sandy Bridgeman 
feels good about getting the season 
underway. 
"During the preseason, we've em- 
phasized speed as we will be a much 
quicker team this fall," added 
Bridgeman. "We've worked on the 
basics, developing from there and the 
team has looked good." 
I-ongwood is currently 2-2 this fall. 
After dropping its opener 4-0 on the 
road at Millersville (Pa.), (he Lady 
lancers bounced back to win two of 
three this past weekend at a tourna- 
ment hosted by Kutztown (Pa.) Uni- 
versity. LC fell 1 -0 in three overtimes 
to KU before beating Frostburg (Md.) 
State 3-0 and Indiana (Pa.) 6-0. Se- 
lected to (he all-tournament team at 
Kutztown were Missy Moran, Ashley 
Bolen and Sara Hogan. Amy Hegna 
lops the squad with three goals while 
Meredith Blackman has added two 
goals. Hogan has recorded 33 saves in 
goal, an .868 save percentage. 
Headlining the I.ady lancers ex- 
perience from her center midfield po- 
sition is Moran. A two-time team 
most valuable player, Moran enters 
her final campaign with 11 career goals 
and 12 career assists for 34 points in 
her LC career. She led the team a year 
ago with eight goals and nine assists. 
Moran will be a team co-captain this 
fall. 
"Missy has a great altitude as she is 
a complete team player." says 
Bridgeman. "She should score a lot 
from (be center of (he field inside of 25 
yards." 
Another senior starter and co-cap- 
tain is Anita Warford. Warford will 
open at the right back position. An 
experienced, hard-working player, 
Warford started all 16 games a year 
ago. The squad's other senior, Nora 
Iamb, is batding for a starting berth at 
the left wing spot on the forward line. 
Depending on the alignment being 
used. Iamb could see lots of action in 
that position. 
Junior starters will include goal- 
keeper Sara Hogan, midfielder/ 
sweeper Mari Willen and sweeper/ 
back Ashley Bolen. Hogan enters her 
third-straight season in goal for LC 
with 272 career saves. Hogan re- 
corded seven shutouts a year ago with 
an .895 save percentage. 
"Sara's had an excellent preseason, 
controlling the circle and making some 
fantastic saves," said Bridgeman. 
"Having her in goal allows our team to 
take more chances. She is playing 
with a high confidence level right 
now." 
Willen will be a key player this fall 
as she will probably move into the 
sweeper position left vacant by gradu- 
ated 1992 second-team CFHC A/Sauk 
Valley All-American Tonia Harris. 
Willen, a left-side midfielder a year 
ago, will provide the lady Lancers 
with a much more flexible sweeper as 
she can cover a lot of territory in that 
position. 
Willen had eight goals and an as- 
sist a year ago and will once again be 
a scoring threat in addition to being a 
defensive stopper. Also to see action 
at sweeper is Bolen, a good defender 
who has started nine games in her 
career. Bolen could see time at the 
center back position as well. 
'Ihree sophomores will likely start 
in Amy Hegna, Jean Rehbein and Tif- 
fany Tignor. Hegna v/ill be a center 
forward after starting eight games a 
year ago with one goal and an assist. 
Rehbein will open at the left back spot 
and possesses speed and endurance. 
Tignor has been the surprise of pre- 
season according to Bridgeman. Hav- 
ing seen action in only one game a 
year ago, Tignor has arrived this fall in 
excellent condition and will probably 
open at left midfield. 
Bridgeman has brought in seven 
freshmen and is excited with their 
potential Expected to start are Kelly 
('ill I.HI , Melissa Buelow, LeAnne Deal 
and Meredith Blackman. Callan has 
probably been most impressive and 
will open at right midfielder. A good 
defender, Callan will also be valuable 
on offensive comers. Buelow should 
open at a right-side forward and has 
excellent speed. Buelow led Tabb 
High in scoring with 11 goals a year 
ago. Deal was last year's All-Bay 
Rivers District and Daily Press All- 
Peninsula Player of the Year at Tabb 
and will open at center back. She has 
a solid game and gets (he ball out well. 
Blackman was All-Beach District at 
stale runner-up First Colonial last fall 
and will probably open at a left wing 
for LC. 
The other freshmen, goalkeeper 
Brcnda Barringer, midfielder/forward 
I-.mily Stone and back Karen Palton 
all will see playing time and provide 
good depth for Bridgeman. 
A disappointment during preseason 
has been a season-ending knee injury 
to redshirt freshman Bridget Bryson. 
Bryson was expected to start at center 
forward before suffering an injury last 
week. Ironically, it's the same knee 
she injured a year ago. 
Bridgeman's squad faces a tough 
schedule again with five Division I 
opponents and six strong Division II 
foes. Having just missed qualifying 
for the NCAA Division II Champion- 
ship last fall, I.ongwood, ranked fourth 
in College Sports magazine's pre- 
season Top 10, will host fellow South 
Region competitors Lock Haven and 
Shippensburg from Pennsylvania. LC 
defeated Lock Haven 1-0 but fell by 
an identical score to Shippensburg a 
year ago up north. Ironically, Lock 
Haven went on to win the D-II Cham- 
pionship. LHU and SI! have been 
ranked first and third, respectively, in 
the preseason poll 
The Lady Lancers will participate 
in a tournament at I .ynchburg College 
this weekend, Sept. 18-19. Also at 
l.ynchburg will be Dcnison (Ohio) 
University and the University of the 
South fl'enn). LC won all three of its 
games in this tourney a year ago. 
"It's very critical for us to do well 
early in our schedule." commented 
Bridgeman. "We'll face three South 
Region opponents (MU^KU and It IP), 
and it's important we do well l"he 
Shippensburg (Sept. 25) and Lock 
Haven (Oct. 16) games will obviously 
be really big as well." 
Others on the schedule include D- 
I's Virginia Commonwealth, Rich- 
mond, Davis & Elkins and Wake For- 
est Catawba, Randolph-Macon and 
Virginia Tech's club learn. 
"This learn has a lot of potential," 
added Bridgeman. "Our success will 
depend on how quickly we come to- 
gether and adapt as a team as well as 
staying injury-free " 
Men's Golf Begins At Guilford 
I .ong wood's 1993 men' s golf team 
began the fall season Sept. 13-14 at 
the Guilford College Invitational in 
Greensboro, N.C. Coach Steve Nelson 
expects it to be a rebuilding year after 
losing five of last season's top golfers 
lo graduation. The team is fairly new 
with just four reluming players, but 
one of them is outstanding sophomore 
Eric Levin, last spring's individual 
runner-up at the Virginia Slate Col- 
lege Division Championships. 
Levin has improved his game in- 
credibly over the summer as he quali- 
fied with a two over par 71 at UK- 
Long wood Golf Course this past week 
l.evin averaged 79.4 last year and was 
medalist ill his collegiate debul last 
fall with a 72 al a triangular match 
hosted by Randolph-Macon. 
"He's sensational, one of the best 
players I've seen in my 14 years of 
coaching!" commented Nelson. 
Playing at number two for the sec- 
ond year in a row will be senior Shawn 
Moore. Moore shows signs of a good 
year, with qualifying scores as low as 
73. Moore averaged 81.7 a year ago 
and shot a 75-82-157 in the champi- 
onship flight of last month's Greater 
IxiiigwoodLancer-Cours Invitational. 
A newcomer (his fall is freshman 
Evan Smith, suiting off as one of the 
strongest new players at number three. 
Coach Nelson is expecting Smith to 
be one of his more consistent players. 
Two more freshmen will also play 
in the top five. Nelson expects Jason 
Turner and Lanny Fields to be strong 
players as they gain experience at the 
collegiate level. 
Finally, sophomore Jon Vaughn 
and junior Scott Westenhofer will add 
depth and could also see action in the 
top five. Vaughn (raveled with (he 
(earn las( year, but his performance 
Women's Tennis Team Loaded 
By Gray l.ipford 
Women's Tennis at I.ongwood re- 
turns with a vengeance (his year bring- 
ing three ranked recruits as well as (he 
Honduran junior champion to an ex- 
perienced team which wen( 13-3 Ias( 
year. Tennis also had it's largest turn- 
out for tryouts in years. 
"We had (he mos( women attend 
tryouts for (he tennis team since I've 
been here," said coach Angie 
Coppedge "More lhan 20 tried ou( 
for a spo( on the team. Thai shows a 
lot of interest" 
It also shows in the learn roster which 
has swelled to include 17 women. 
leading the new players is Hon- 
duran junior champion MarciaOsorio 
I ongwtxxl's first inteiiLitum.il tennis 
recruit who finished third in the Cen- 
tral American Juniors. Coppedge con- 
siders Osorio to be die No 1 recruit 
Osorio, however, may be hampered 
by an arm injury. 
Also new to the team is the left- 
handed Meg Jackson the probable No. 
2 player who was ranked 13th in the 
slate and 20lh in the Middle AUantic 
Tennis Association Juniors. The 
M.A.T.A. includes Maryland, Vir- 
ginia West Virginia, and the District 
of Columbia. 
Occupying the No. 3 position is 
senior Melanie Saunders who com- 
piled a 12-3 singles record at Long- 
wood last year As captain of the 
(earn, Saunders is a good leader and 
greal adileie, according to Coppedge 
Coetzee Player Of The Week 
Charlaine Coetzee 
Junior golfer Charlaine Coetzee, 
who tied for 14th out of 88 golfers at 
UNC Sunday, has been named Long- 
wood Collet;*: 1'laver of the Week 
for the period Sept 5-12. Player of the 
Week is chosen by the Longwood 
sports information office. 
Coetzee shot 77-78-77-232 (o tie 
Erika Wicoff of Indiana for 14th place 
in (he 18th I ady Tar Heel Invitational 
tournament which included teams such 
as Wake Forest. Duke. North Carolina 
and Tennessee. 
A nominee for the 1992-93 Honda 
Sports Award in golf, Coetzee won 
the National Golf Coaches Associa- 
tion Division II Tournament last May, 
shooting a 78-70-73-221. She also led 
Longwood lo the Division II team 
crown. 
1 ongwixiil's lop golfer last sea- 
son, Coetzee finished in a tie for 74th 
position at the NCAA Tournament, 
shooting 86-78-79-77-320. She had 
the top stroke average for Longwood, 
averaging 79.5 for 28 rounds. She 
also had eight top 20 finishes, and five 
top 10 finishes. She was Longwood's 
leader in seven events. 
A two-time NGCA Division II All- 
American, she knocked in five chip- 
shols during the three- day NGCA 
Tournament, living up lo her nick- 
name "Chip." 
A history major, Charlaine is an 
excellent student. She has been named 
to the Dean's List and Athletes'Honor 
Roll at Longwood. 
Lady Golfers Open Play At UNC 
Longwood's women's golf team, 
which won its fourth National Golf 
Coaches Association Division II title 
last May, opened the fall season Fri- 
day through Sunday in the Lady Tar 
Heel Invitational, but only two of the 
lop five Lady lancer golfers from last 
season are back for 1993-94. 
Longwood opened play in the 18th 
lady Tar Heel tourney al Carolina's 
A.E. Finley Golf Course in what was 
a predominantly Division I field of 
learns. Wake Forest won the tourna- 
ment with a score of 300- 309-306- 
915, while the lady I ancers shot 349- 
347-354-1050 lo end up 18th. 
Coach Cindy Ho began her second 
season al the helm with four veteran 
golfers, only two of whom have had 
extensive tournament experience. Jun- 
ior Charlaine Coetzee , the reigning 
NGCA II champ, and sophomore Anna 
Holm are back after helping I.ong- 
wood win (he national title. 
Coeizee shot 77-78-77-232 lo lie 
for 14th in a field of 88 golfers at the 
lady Tar Heel event Holm had the 
best score of her career al Longwood, 
shooung 83-82-83-248. She lied for 
58th place. 
Also back are juniors Michelle 
Ziats and Danielle Karish. Ziats and 
Karish saw only limited action last 
season, but they're in the lop four for 
this year. Ziats shot 88-89- 97-274 in 
Chapel Hill, while Karish carded a 
101-98-97-2%. 
Decisions by two members of last 
year's top five not to come back lo 
Longwood have left Coach Ho with 
just four team members. 
Freshman J;inine Ballow of Canada 
and sophomore Brenda Campbell- 
Harris of South Africa elected lo pass 
up life in the I Inited Suites and return 
home. 
"With just four golfers, there's no 
fOOn for error," said Ho. (Normally, 
five players take part in each event, 
and only the lop four scores count.) 
"I've told the team lhat we won't 
judge our success by wins and lasses, 
but by the improvement we make from 
day lo day. I'm excited about getting 
started. Our players have worked 
hard and will do then best" 
Coeizee compiled a 79.5 stroke 
average last season lo lead the learn. 
She set a Longwood record at the 
NGCA event, shooting 78-70-73-221 
lo lead her team to (he title. A nomi- 
nee for the Honda Golf Award, 
Charlaine also shot 86-78-79-77-320 
at the NCAA Championship, tying for 
74th place. 
Ho says that Holm worked hard on 
her game over the summer and im- 
proved dramatically. 
"Anna has made remarkable im- 
provement in her mechanics and atti- 
tude," said ihe coach. "Every aspect 
of her game has improved." 
The lady lancers will host the 
Tina Barrett-Longwood Invitational 
this Saturday and Sunday at Long- 
wood Golf Course. The tourney is 
LC's only home event of the year, 
later this fall Longwood will play in 
the Kentucky Invitational and theGolf 
World Collegiate Invitational 
r 
this fall will determine if he travels 
again this fall Wesienhofer look lasl 
year off, but was a co-MVP and cap- 
lain of his high school team Nelson 
believes il will lake him some time lo 
get back lo his freshman year playing 
form. 
In addition to the Guilford Invita- 
tional, Longwood will be challenged 
this fall in such tournaments as the 
Washington & lee Invitational in 
Lexington, the Presbyterian (S.C.) 
College Tournament, and finally to 
finish out die season, (he Hampton 
University Invitational in Newport 
News. 
Ihe Lancers have two matches at 
home in early October, facing 
Hampden-SydneyonOci. Land host- 
ing the Dick Williamson Alumni 
Match during Okloberfest activities 
Oct. 9. Both of these matches will be 
played on the Longwood GollCourse. 
Placed in the fourth position is 
sophomore Kelley Regan Another 
ranked player, Regan earned a 14-2 
singles record as a freshman. Jennifer 
Whitlow though hampered by an ankle 
injury, is expected to play No. 5. 
Whidow went 12-2 in singles last year. 
New lo the team are sophomore 
Shawn Kim, and freshmen Ellen 
Vaughn. Jennifer Hurst, Amy George, 
and AnnaOlson. "This team could be 
one of die strongest Longwood has 
ever had." said Coppedge. 
Ihe season was slated to open with 
a match against Virginia Wcsleyan al 
10am last Saturday, hut the bout was 
postponed until Oct. 3. Longwood's 
lidlifter will be Tuesday, Sept. 21 when 
Sweet Briar visits for a 4:00 match. 
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IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE WAS 
EXPENSIVE, TRY PUTTING YOURSELF 
THROUGH RETIREMENT. 
Think about supporting yourself lor 
twenty-live, thirty years or longer 
in retirement. It might he the greatest 
financial test you'll ever lace. Fortunately, 
you have one valuable asset in your 
favor. Time. 
Time to take advantage ol tax-delei r.il 
Time for your money to grow. 
But starting early is key Consider this: 
if you begin saving |ust $ioo a month at 
age thirty, you can accumulate $172,109* 
by the time you reach age sixty-live. 
Wait ten years and you'd need to set aside 
$219 a month to reach the same goal. 
At TIAA-CREF, we not only under- 
stand the value ol starting early, we 
i an help make it possible—with flexible 
retirement and tax-deferred annuity 
plans, a diverse portfolio of investment 
choices, and a record ol personal 
service that spans 7-,years. 
Over a million people in education 
and research are already enrolled in 
America's largest retirement system. 
I'ind out how easy it is to join them. Call 
today and learn how simple it is to put 
yourself through retirement when you 
have time and TIAA-CREF on your side. 
Stmrt planning your futurt. Cull our Enrollment Hotline 1800 842-2888. 
75 years of ensuring the future 
for those who shape itT 
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